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Black history, Bob Marley celebrated
February holds
the birthday of a

legend and the
history of a
people.
see Campus, page 3,
for information
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«In the Feb. 14 issue, the bus photo
on page 3 was courtesy of Plant Op¢ Cover DESIGN BY LIAM CLEMONS

AS gets behind

new

building

After much debate, AS votes to support the

erations.
- In the

Russian

dine

in Trinidad

Crew of seven is on its way around the
world in a 33-foot ship.
BY GULIE A. BATES .ociscvsssecnntscorsonnsnesenessietnonodnn 13

Field remodel

nears completion

Avery-turf on the Redwood Bowl will allow
increased use for campus groups.
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Black history celebrated on campus

Activities, festivities and soul food highlight month of February
BY Nico.Le Casey
LUMBERJACK STAFF

he Black Student Union is
sponsoring a variety of
events throughout February
to celebrate Black History Month.
Movies are being shown throughout
the month. Tonight at 7, “School Daze”
is being shown on the first floor of the
Jolly Giant Commons. Tomorrow
“Superfly” will be shown at 6 p.m. in Siemens Hall, Room 109.
The Soul Food Dinner is this Saturday in Goodwin Forum. Alisia SmithPayne, president of the Black Student
Union, said this is the culmination of
the activities.

She said as many as 20 people cook
for two days in preparation, and this
year she expects more

than 200 people

to come and eat food “only your mama
can cook!”
She said the dinner is the product of
hard work and donations from the community. The Arcata Interfaith Choir will
sing, as well as Mandene Thomas.
Thomas “has a beautiful voice,”
Smith-Payne said.
Last Sunday the Apollo Talent Contest was held in the Kate Buchanan
Room. Acts included dancers, rappers
and poets.
English senior Jay Gurule, “The
Pretty Prophet,” won the contest with
his freestyle rapping.
Every Wednesday in February, there
will be a different lunch at the “J” to
celebrate the month. Past lunches have
included gumbo and fried catfish. Today
pork chops will be served. Next Wednesday, there will be barbecue beef ribs.
The Feb. 1 opening ceremony spotlighted “different African-American
legends that encourage others to strive,”
said Brenda Fairley, BSU vice president.
The event also featured the Black National Anthem and an open mike on the
U.C. Quad where students got a chance
to talk about “what it’s like to be black
at HSU,” Smith-Payne said.
Guest speakers are also scheduled.
Elena
filmmaker
and
Writer
Featherstone spoke to a packed crowd
in the Kate Buchanan Room on Feb. 5.
Biology

senior

Mandene

Thomas,

who is from Namibia, Africa, will give
a “motherland workshop” on Tuesday.
Smith-Payne said when most people
think of Africa, they think of disease
and famine. She said this workshop will

focus on destroying those myths.
“We want people to support the events

sea

Sept

and learn,” said zoology sophomore
Chryste Johnson, a club member.

Top: Members of BSU held
Apollo Night on Sunday in the
Kate Buchanan Room. Keion
Morgan, theater arts senior, and
Eric “Bamm” McGee, socialscience education senior,
emceed the show.
Middle left: 13-year-old Anthony

Diamond,

a professional jazz

saxophonist

from

Portland,

Ore.,

performs.
Middle right: Jay Gurulé,English
senior, won Apollo night with his
rap of “The

Pretty

Prophet.”
¢

“Black history is not only American
history,” Smith-Payne said.
She said people should learn about
black history before slaves were brought
to the colonies.
BSU also held a dating contest, where
three bachelors and three bachelorettes
competed for a dinner for two at

Jambalaya.
On Feb. 13, Black Jeopardy was held
in Nelson Hall East. Contestants tested

their knowledge in black trivia, such as
authors and television. Secora Smith,
social work sophomore, won first place.
There was also the Soul Train Dance

in the “J,” where people got to “get their

boogie on,” Smith-Payne said.
The dance, featured songs from

the

60s and ’70s

Johnson

said she wants

people

to

know everyone is invited to all events,
not just black students. She said the
are open
Black Student Union meetings
to everyone.

The meetings are Thursdays at 6:30
p.m. in Siemens Hall, Room 108.
Tickets for the dinner are $6 for general admission and $5 for students.
For more information contact R.W.
Hicks at 826-4791.

Bottom right: BSU’s board
members are Ramar Henderson,
sociology sophomore, Lanesha
Brown, history/anthropology
junior, Tiffany Davis, journalism
sophomore and Alisia SmithPayne, political science senior.
Bottom

(from

left:

“PMS”

left) Monique

dance

group,

Nicolos,

Nicole Pagan, Secora Smith who
won Black Jeopardy and Davis
(floor).
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Alternative teaching methods help students
YVONNE

Through

CRANDELL

the

English

“Many of our students need to have
printed materials taped or in Braille,”
said Ralph McFarland, director of Dis-

department

Smith conducts workshops for tutors in
LUMBERJACK STAFF

the Writing Lab.

“T explain how the tutors can best assist the students,” Smith said.

Strategies can win wars, assure gold

medals for Olympians and lead to success for students.
“One thing I do is see a growing num-

schedules Smith’s workshops.
“T teach a general LD workshop and

ber of learning-disabled students regu-

one specifically for those with math dis-

larly to work on learning strategies,”
said Mary Johnson Smith, learning-disability resource specialist.
Learning disabilities appear in many
forms and are inabilities of the brain

abilities,” she said.
“M
y

The

Learning

dents keep up with the class when

Center also regularly

do library research, with another mix-

ing the chemicals and still another writing the final report,” he said.

upcoming
classes,

:
pegs
”
disabilities.

effectively. She said everything from
time-management skills to prioritizing
class assignments for students with at-

Aberson,

tention deficit disorder can help a lot.
“Reading comprehension and notetaking effectively might be included,”
she said.
Students with auditory strengths and

Mary

low visual skills benefit from recording
lectures and study groups.
“Those with good visual skills and

erything written on the board, viewed

low auditory skills do well with tutors,”
she said.
She said working on students’
strengths to accommodate for their dis-

the class,” he said.

roe

said he verbally covers ev-

through an overhead or on handouts.

abilities or weak areas of learning is the
key.

“I try to only speak when I am facing
Upon request, before the semester,
Aberson provides class outlines, the
names of textbooks and other reading

materials necessary for the course.
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student must accomplish for successful
completion of the course.
“If a visually impaired student cannot safely hold a tube of liquid over a
Bunsen burner, perhaps taking notes on
the experiment would be as important,”
he said.
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sugzges-

modations,” he said.
Both McFarland and Aberson said
e-mail is a beneficial addition to the uni-

Limited To Stock On Hand
See Store For
Complete Descriptions

Seve

Smith

add a note to their syllabi requesting
disabled students ask for special accom-

‘Specials!

:

stu-

gent was in
one of my

commodations could

instruction.

Aberson

Johnson

‘new a dis-

learning disability resource specialist — tions for ac-

assistant
professor
and has a Ph.D in psychology.
Aberson combines visual, auditory
and tactile methods as part of his classroom

Smith agrees.

“In addition to our standard notification of teachers, we also like to individualize the accommodations,” McFarland
said.
“T would like to see each instructor

abled

is an

Aberson

tion would be helpful to everyone.

“{ teach a general class LD (learn-

come from
a technol-

who

regularly,”

really help,” he said.
McFarland agrees such communica-

strategies

sround,”’
said Chris

accu-

students

“Learning is enhanced for low-vision
or blind students if the instructor is as
audibly descriptive as well as visually
clear about diagrams, charts or
graphs,” she said.
McFarland also encourages instructors to have a Web site if at all possible.
“Students can have this resource to
review even after class,” he said.
Having two or three students work together on one lab project could also be
helpful.
“The students with one ability might

ogy back-

information

the

semester begins, he said.
Aberson said he would like to see
more information provided when he has
a disabled student registered in his
class.
¢
mig
I

teaching

my

said.
McFarland said multiple teaching
methods can also help these students.
“Facing the class helps the deaf and
hearing-impaired read lips or better understand the words spoken,” McFarland
said.

The early information helps the stu-

rately.
Smith said she helps students aquire
skills that will help them learn more

certain

“T use e-mail to communicate with all
of

abled Resources.

ing disabilities) workshop and one
gpecifically for those with math

to process

versity information system.
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Resolution on the Behavioral and Social
Sciences

Building

as it passed

Feb.

UNper New OwnersHir!

19, 2001
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FREE DELIvery!

WHEREAS, The California State University System and
Humboldt State University (HSU) have an obligation to
students, programs, and departments to provide ad- equate facilities for instruction and administration; and

changing
of

WHEREAS, the purpose of the Behavioral and Social
Sciences Building (BSS) is to replace existing substandard facilities and to unify disenfranchised departments
and programs; and

Humboldt

face
Cou

USE THIS COUPON FOR:

$1 off medium pizza

WHEREAS, the Associated Students acknowledge
students’ concern about the previously completed
negative declaration, and encourage conscientious

$2 off large pizza
$3 off family pizza

construction of the BSS building; and

WHEREAS,

the

1116 11" St., Arcata

Tues Sot 1Sun 1-5
707.445.2609

822-484]

1908

students deserve the best possible educa-

Myrtle

Ave..

tional facilities now and into the future; and
WHEREAS,

.

the Associated Students (A.S.) adamantly

supports a thorough environmental assessment, and
conscientious construction of the BSS building; and

te EAKFAST,

RESOLVED, the Associated Students recognizes the
benefits to the departments, faculty, and students to be
housed in the BSS building; be it further

a®

RESOLVED, Associated Students recognizes the

g
i

Buy any breakfast, lunch or dinner item from our regular menu and 2 beverages and
receive a second breakfast, lunch or dinner item of equal or lesser value FREE!

9

Not valid with other discounts, specials, G.A.C., or on holidays.
Must present coupon. Limit 1 person. Expires 02/28/01

a

students’ concerns and community members opposed

to the building’s construction; be it further

(NO HOLIDAYS)

;

RESOLVED, the A.S. of Humboldt State University
support the construction of the BSS building; be it
further

Max Value $7°

¥

}

—

Thrice-tabled resolution amended, passes
CoPY CHIEF

access — since Dec. 11, the first
time the resolution was up for

After more than an hour of
debate Associated Students fi-

nally supported the controversial Behavioral and Social Sciences Building in a resolution
Monday.
The resolution, which passed
11-1 with only AHSS representative Jessica Pierce dissenting
and after a slew of proposed
amendments that split the body,

had been tabled three times
since its first reading Nov. 29.
AS’ bimonthly meetings have
been attended by community
members

and

Arcata

City

Council members — who oppose the building’s location,

lack of parking
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Building

BSS

ARCATA
3525 Janes Rd.

822-6005

ee

RESOLVED, that this resolution shall be distributed, but
not limited to, City of Arcata, City Council; Alistair
McCrone, President of HSU; Ken Combs, HSU Director
of Physical Services; Carolyn Mueller, Chair, University
Resource, Planning, Budget Committee; Karen Carlton,
Dean, College of the Arts, Humanities and Social
Sciences; Steven Butler, HSU Student Affairs Vice
President; Shirley Messer, HSU Budget Director; Charles
B. Reed, Chancellor, California State University; California State University Board of Trustees; and local media
entities.
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e
disciplinary studies representative, praised the amended
version.
“IT think this is a much better
reflection of what we should be
seeing coming out of this,” he
Ken

physical

Combs,

director
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Bob Hunt named Outstanding Professor

BY Jerr GRAHAM

{R

“I try to make the
mathematics | teach
interesting with lots
of examples and try
to make it very un-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“It’s a very humbling experience,” said mathematics professor Bob Hunt, who has been
chosen by the HSU Faculty
Awards Committee to be the
Outstanding Professor of the

* Lamb ¢ Pork * Chicken * Beef * Vegetarian

SANDWICHES ¢ DINNER PLATES
GYROS and FALAFELS

derstandable.”
Bob Hunt
math teacher

Year.

Hunt, who has taught math?
ematics since 1962, has been
teaching calculus and advanced-math courses at HSU

All shish kebab & gyros are served with
freshly cut salads in baked pita bread
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Math instructor wins award
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February

Professor Saeed Mortzavi, an
HSU

for 25 years.

:

He has taught in places such
as the Monterey Naval Station,
where he taught career officers
in the military at a post graduate school and schools in Southern California.
The award has been presented to professors at HSU for

eee

achievements

in their

aca-

demic fields since 1964.

“It is a definitely humbling

VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER

experience,” said geology pro-

(NEXT TO RADIO SHACK)

fessor Robert “Bud” Burke,
who is heading the Faculty

Mon.-Fri. 1] A.M. TO 8 P.M.* SATURDAY 12 P.M. 70 7 P.M.

Awards Committee this year in
conjunction with the Academic

§26-212]

Senate.
Burke

was the recipient of

the award last year and said at
least two professors on the

DO YOU THINK THIS AD IS UGLY?

Associated Students
needs a second

Public Relations Coordinator!
One just isn’t enough!
If PR is your bag, and
youre interested in promoting important events, then
contact Christy at 826-422]
or come to the AS office and
fill out an application.

award committee have received
the award before.
“It’s not like there are hundreds of people to choose from.
There are only afew professors
who get selected for the award,

and out of those few, only one
is awarded,” he said.
Hunt will be awarded and
recognized March 15 during the

graduation

commencement

business

and

economics

professor, said he learned the
Professor

Bob

Hunt

math he uses
from Hunt.

in his

classes

ceremonies for the College of

Hunt describes his teaching
style as “informal lectures, in

Natural

which I encourage students to

Resources

and

Sci-

ences.
Richard Vrem, an undergraduate dean and former colleague who taught math alongside Hunt,
wrote a letter of

support

for Hunt

to get the

ask questions, make comments
and participate in discussions.
“T try to make the mathemat-

ics I teach interesting with lots
of examples and try to make

very

understandable,”

it

Hunt

award.

said.

“I think he’s an outstanding
professor, very student centered and a very good teacher.

may have a mental block toward mathematics. He said he

He breaks down the most diffi-

cult mathematical
and makes them
able,” he said.

problems

understand-

He also said some

people

tries to address that and get students to work up to their utmost potential.

Hunt has several papers pub-

Will Bagnall, HSU alumnus
and calculus teacher at Arcata
High School, said, “There’s a

lished, as well as his own textbook, which has been used by

other professors on other col-

little of Bob Hunt in all my lec-

lege campuses.

tures.”

He is also listed in
editions of “Who’s
America” and Who’s
American Science.”
Hunt said he thinks

Former students include
Kaye
Wozniak,
who
also
teaches at Arcata High School,
and professors Todd Olson and
Kevin Yokoyama, who both
teach math at College of the
Redwoods.

several
Who in
Who in
he’s re-

see Outstanding, next page
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Outstanding

portedly hit while parked
in the

¢ CONTINUED

FROM

PREVIOUS

PAGE

Jolly

Giant

9:55 a.m. A driver was issued
a citation for driving with an

Com-

mons
parking

ceiving this award, because, “Over the years
teaching here, I’ve had a lot
of good comments from
my students about what
they’ve learned in my class
and the positive experiences they have had in my
classes.
“I think over the years,
there has been a sort of underground network where
students talk amongst
themselves about who
they’ve had for math.
Ijust gained a good repu-

oO
_ Monday, Feb. 12
1:05 a.m. A man was creating
a disturbance in the Jolly Giant
Commons, The man left prior
to the arrival of an officer.
1:43 a.m. The same man was
seen in the Creekside Lounge.

This time he was located and
escorted off campus.
Tuesday, Feb. 13

tation built over the years
with students and others
in this university.”
He also said he loves to
teach. He loves his students. He said the award
humbles
him
because
“there are a lot of outstanding professors on
campus.”

:

expired
license.

\

This week: 0

ment ae
Cc

avs

ee

reported

.

@

asAPD
with
the
search for a

fraudu-

suspected
prowler on

card. A
case was

Street.

APD

appre-

lent use
of . his
credit

O

}

initi-

the

5:53 p.m. Two men were cited
for skateboarding in front of
Van Matre Hall.
10:03

p.m.

A

man

reported

another man came up to him in
front of the Library, stared at
him and then stomped off. The
man told the officer has been a
recurring problem between the
two men. A case was initiated.

erty. He was escorted off campus.

him
to
Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

5 20:5

a

Wednesday, Feb. 14
8:53 a.m. A fire alarm

viously used to smoke cannabis

:

ated.

transported

4:15 p.m. An officer confiscated a pipe that had been pre-

was

booted on Rossow Street for excessive unpaid parking citations.

fo.

UPD
sisted

Jay

Feb. 15
A vehicle

studen

prowler and

5:15 p.m. A vehicle was re-

2

11:05 p.m.

hended

at the

£0'S

4

This semester:

2:23 a.m. A man was cited for
camping on university prop-

while searching a man
Campus Apartments.

Thursday,
1:16 p.m.

“aa

*

”

alae

ated.

retrieved the fireworks.

pm.

A

vehicle
was
reportedly hit while parked in the
Annex parking lot. A case was

initiated.
in the

Health Center was activated.
Officers responded and determined the alarm to be a part of
a simulated fire drill.

10:43 p.m. An LGA confiscated fireworks from a resident
and requested an officer collect

Friday, Feb. 16
2:01 a.m. An officer responded to a report of residents

in Canyon

talking

loud. The

group was contacted and advised of the complaint but told
the officer it was a group that
had previously been there.
a.m.

8:15

Two

55-gallon

them. An officer responded and
see UPD, next page
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drums were reportedly oozing
an unknown substance near
CCAT. An officer responded
and determined the barrels belonged to CCAT, and the substance was used vegetable oil.
The officer advised CCAT to
label its drums to prevent further incidents.
3:22 p.m. Two men reportedly
entered KHSU under the influence of drugs and asked some
questions. The men then ran
out of the building and were
last seen rolling under some

L. K. econ

Saturday, Feb. 17
2:04 a.m. An LGA reported
numerous fireworks going off
in front of Willow Hall. An officer responded but was unable
to locate any hoodlums.

Boule-

4:20 p.m. Graffiti was reported in Redwood Hall. The
message read “Light Bright
rules.”
5:50 p.m. A calculator was
resportedly stolen from a backpack in the Bookstore. A case
was initiated.
8:33 p.m.

12:44 p.m. Smoke was seen
coming from a trash can in
front of the Jolly Giant Commons. An officer responded
and extinguished smoldering
napkins responsible for the
smoke.
e
10:21 p.m. UPD received a
complaint of aman who reportedly exposed his manhood to
two females on L.K. Wood Bou-

A man was seen sit-

ting in the Redwood/Sunset
Quad and having a conversation with himself. An officer
responded and found that the
man was waiting for his friend.

levard. An officer responded
but was unable to find any
flasher.
Sunday, Feb. 18
2:01 a.m. UPD assisted APD
witha fight in front of Hensel’s
Hardware.
2:42 a.m.

Aman was arrested

for driving under the influence
of alcohol on B Street.
He was booked and lodged in
Humboldt County Correctional
Facility.
3:09 a.m. An officer responded to an unresponsive
man who was sleeping in the

Sunset Lounge. The man was a
resident, and the officer escorted him to his room to sleep
it off.

acer
pve:
ar

UPD clips: Oozing barrels, Light Bright graffiti, pyrotechnics galore and a campus flasher
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3:32 a.m. Three men were re-

portedly being rude and verbally offensive to anyone asking them to be quiet.
An officer responded and admonished one of the troublemakers and sent him to his
room. The other two were
grown-up enough to quiet
down.
3:42 a.m. Fireworks were re-

portedly set off in the Sunset
fire lane. A case was initiated.
~ COMPILED BY Mark
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Then, he said, it would be de-

sun-dried tomatoes, artichoke

termined in court.
The City Council already
expressed intent to sue the
university because of its
concerns.
Arcata Mayor Connie
Stewart confirmed Tuesday
that $90,000 was approved for
legal counsel at the council’s
mid-year budget meeting.
The 11-1 vote followed several votes on proposed
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¢ CoNTINUED FROM PAGE 5
ing to say here,” he said. “I’m
not sure if you’re trying to
say that the environmental
assessment which has already been done isn’t adequate.”
AS
President
Elexis
Mayer agreed, calling the
resolution “ambiguous and
confusing.”
“We are not takingastand
on whether or not we should
do another environmentalimpact study,” said Laura
Kerr, California State Student Association rep and
author of the resolution.
“We would certainly not presume to know whether or
not the one that’s been done
and is on the books now in
the library is good or bad.
“We’re not in a position to
judge that. We’re just ina position to see what’s best for
students; what’s best for students in this instance is being conscientious of the environmental impacts,” she
said.
Combs said that there
would be only one way to determine the validity of the
environmental-impact study
— if the City Council sued.
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Arcatans discuss APEG’s future

Fate of community-access station to be decided before September
By Eric Murpny
LUMBERJACK STAFF
decision

ture

of

on

the

fu-

public-ac-

cess television in Arcata will

be reached by September.
City officials had a public forum two
weeks ago on the subject of Arcata Public-Educational-Government television.
City Manager Dan Hauser said a number of interesting ideas for APEG were
discussed at the forum — some practical, some impractical.
Hauser will make the final decision
on how Channel 12 will be run, and he
said he plans to make it by the end off
the fiscal year.
Some options the city is looking at include making it strictly an educational
channel, or a government/education
channel and eliminating the public access part. Another option is to keep it
public access and have a nonprofit organization take over the operations of
the station, Hauser said.
The channel was created as a public
access, education and government channel in 1987 under a franchise agreement
with Cox Cable Co.
Arcata Community Access Television, a nonprofit organization, ran the

station under contract with the city
until last summer.
The history of ACAT was plagued by
personality conflicts, disagreement
over content and battles over procedural
matters. The City Council eventually
decided to cut ties with ACAT because
of these problems.
Since August, the city — with help
from HSU volunteers — has been running the station.
“The city’s and HSU’s relationship on
running the station has been very
good,” Hauser said. But he said the city
does not want this as a permanent arrangement.
John Smith, assistant city manager,
has been managing the station with the
help of HSU student interns. Smith will
hand the APEG-managing reins to
Hauser in March.
“We have met the objectives of serving the community I think,” Smith said.
“We wanted to keep broadcasting without interruptions or a breakdown in the
service.”
Smith said the time the city spent running the station was a cooling-off period
from the former problems of ACAT. The
city is more interested in dealing with
city issues and not in running a television station, Smith said.
“We are all struggling with trying to

decide the fu-

ture of Arcata

-

««

We

are

all

struggling

the

community

With trying to decide

television.
The city has
opened up a
dialogue
to

future of Arcata community television. The city
has opened up a dia-

see

makes

what

the

mostsensefor
the community.”

‘Ogue to see what makes
the most sense
*
97
community.

Michael

John

for the
Smith

Stowell proArcata assistant city manager
duced shows
for the station and was a member of the
Stowell said. “The quality of commuACAT board. He said the past relationnity programming depends directly on
ship of ACAT with the city was dysfuncpublic producers.”
tional.
An investment in equipment and
Stowell, like many at the public fotraining at schools would also help sturum, said APEG needs a significant
dents to be able to write grants later for
amount of money for equipment, a bigfuture programs, Stowell said.
ger facility and a paid, full-time staff
Rachel Bruhnke, an Arcata resident,
person.
said she also sees a wealth of possibili“There needs to be a long-term vision
ties with community-access television.
for the station,” Stowell said. “There
“It opens up dialogue, and it raises
never have been goals.”
interest,” Bruhnke said.
Stowell said the long-term health of
“We usually have a negative view of
community-access television includes
television, but community TV has an
training students in junior high school
incredible capacity.”
and high school how to produce shows.
Bruhnke and Stowell said they are
“This gives us more voices, and these
producers can continue to grow,”
see APEG, next page

Parking on the Plaza
Arcata police enforce early-morning parking laws when city’s budget allows for streetsweeper
sy Huan Stinson
Uniucky
motorists
can find a
city parking ticket
placed on
their car
when they
park on the

LUMBERJACK STAFF
recently enforced
parking law may
make
the
large
masses of weekend barhoppers
wary of leaving their cars
parked on the Arcata Plaza

Plaza

overnight.

between
the hours
of 2 and 5
a.m.

Why?

Because they’ll get a

ticket.

From 2 to 5:a.m., any car
parked on the Plaza will be ticketed $25. The reason behind the
ticket is that those are the
hours in which the city
streetsweeper makes the daily
rounds.

PHOTO BY CornTNEeE BuRGESS

The city often does not have
enough money to include a
streetsweeper in the annual
budget, so in the years the
streetsweeper is excluded, the
Plaza parking law is not heavily

enforced, said Lt. Randy
Mendosa of the Arcata Police Department.
The concern of many students is that the enforcement of this law may result

in people

driving

home

drunk in attempt to avoid a
parking ticket.
Mendosa said the proximity of the bars was never
considered when the enforcement began at the beginning of the new year.
“If it comes down to deciding over a $25 parking
ticket or a $1,500 fine and the
loss of your driving license,
I would recommend the
parking ticket,” he said.
Mendosa said the chances
of a person getting caught
for a DUI on the Plaza are

see Parking, next page
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Parking: Overnight parking laws concern students wary of tickets

the large percentage of stu-

dents present.
It is not unusual for the
APD and the UPD to mutually assist one another in a

“It’s not a good incentive for driving
sober.

... Public

safety
come

should
before

clean streets.”
Josh Hathaway
College of the Redwoods student

variety of roles, though the
UPD primarily has jurisdiction
on the HSU campus and with
university-related events. City
areas are the primary concern
of APD.
Many students and community members who have been in
trouble with the law for DUIs
are hesitant to dismiss this
parking law so easily.
“It’s not a good incentive for
driving sober. ... Public safety
should come before clean
streets,” said Josh Hathaway, a
22-year-old College of the Red-

“If it comes down to deciding over a $25

parking ticket or a $1500 fine and the loss
of your driving license(DUI), | would recommend the parking ticket.”
Lt. Randy

Arcata Police Department
student population and the fact
that there are 22 taverns andy
retailers with liquor licenses
within a four -block area of the
Plaza may explain the high

The overnight parking on
the Plaza is the only area of
which there was confusion
concerning the parking law.

number of arrests in that area

parking spaces available
within a few blocks of the
Plaza in any direction.

woods student.
“Tt doesn’t make sense that a

in the past.

person would receive a ticket
for using good judgment,” said
a 23-year-old HSU student who
received a DUI on the Plaza last
year and wished to remain
anonymous.

cohol-related
behavior
in
Arcata between Jan. 1, 2000 and
Dec. 31, with 522 of those occurring on the Plaza.
The arrests for drunken behavior are not separated between those that involve
drunken driving and those that
do not, making an exact mea-

“Besides, the parking on the
Plaza was horrible enough as it
Tg

The APD

is not sure if this

law will increase the number
drunken-driving arrests in the

area around the Plaza in general until next year when the
numbers are tallied.
The combination of a high

8th & G
(bottom of

There were 905 arrests for al-

There is an abundance of

excited about a new program
they are starting on APEG
called “Outside the Box.”
The first program was a
video about Cuba called “Fidel:
40 years of the Cuban Revolution and its Leader.” Stowell
said it was niade by one of the
best videographers in Cuba,
and

has

rare

footage

All for °3.99 (save :2.000

Expires Fab.13, 2001
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production training for residents and students. The fee is

$50. After completing the class,
one

has

access

to television

equipment and facilities to produce videos for APEG. The
training is offered twice a year.
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Whenever you're hungry, the Lost Coast
Brewery is ready to feed your appetite.
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ation Department offers video-
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PED
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weekly program, and there is
good support for it from the
community.

Try one of our famous Lost Coast beers like
Downtown Brown® or Great White.

{A meal in itself!)

is
a

She also said she would like
to make “Outside the Box” a

Meet your friends for dessert after class or a
movie in our festive brew pub
atmosphere.

Veggie Chili Sheste Fries

ty

“The media doesn’t have
enough in-depth, intelligent
discussion on issues,” she said.
Bruhnke said communityaccess television has the capability to open discussion on
important issues, and that is
what “Outside the Box” is intended for.

cent of the county’s population.

We import key ingredients direct
from Philadelphia to give you a
TRUE Philly experience.

”%
%

of

Meet your friends at the Lost Coast Brewery!

825-7400

4

Cuba’s revolution.

percent of all the liquor licenses in Humboldt County.
Arcata represents only 6 per-

Ma

it

i

Castro and Che Guevara, who
also was instrumental in

sure of DUIs nearly impossible.
With 61 businesses licensed
to sell alcohol, Arcata has 15

f

HSU footbridge)

Mendosa

ae:
of

tee
ie,

a

higher than in other places
simply because of the number of patrols that regularly
go through the area from
both the APD and UPD.
UPD Officer Ray Fagot
said that the Plaza has always been a hotbed of activity for both APD and UPD,
who heavily monitor the
area
from
Thursday
through Sunday.
Fagot said UPD is at the
Plaza mainly to assist APD
with the crowds because of
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Endeavor provides individual support
Food-shelf center expands through grants to assist community
By Eric

MurpHy

“We make a lot of connections and build
trust with people because strangers don’t

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Carla Ritter has been helping
to feed people her whole life.
Ritter is the director of the
Arcata Endeavor, which helps
individuals and families in
need.
The Endeavor began as a food
shelf in the Arcata Presbyterian Church and has grown
into a cooperative assistance
center run by volunteers.
Ritter previously worked as
a supermarket manager. The

director pesition was her first
job in the public sector.
“T think I got the job because
I know groceries,” Ritter said.
Ritter has been the executive
director for six years. The Endeavor is located behind the
Arcata Service Center, across
from the bus station.
The center was built a 1-1/2

years ago and was financed by
a federal Community

PHOTO

Arcata resident Anthony Abasta sorts
donated to the Arcata Endeavor.

BY CORTNEE

bread

BURGESS

that was

Develop-

ment Block Grant.
Larry Oetker, a senior planner for the city’s Community
Development office, has been
involved in the work to create
the Service Center.
Oetker said the center has
been very successful. The Endeavor program has come a

usually share their lives with you.”
Carla

Ritter

Arcata Endeavor director
long way and is constantly improving, he said.

“They started out as a real

laundry facilities, lockers, a
food pantry, a kitchen, dining
facilities, a multipurpose room,

grass-roots organization and
have become
very profes-

mail

sional,” he said.
Ritter said the reason the
center has been successful is
because it focuses deeply on
each individual who comes in

tiered

and

a drop-in-day

process

of

helping

people, Ritter said. These levels
include survival, presenting
problems,
ment.

for help.
“We make a lot of connections and build trust with
people because strangers don’t
usually share their lives with
you,” Ritter said.
There are only four part-time
paid staff members at the center; volunteers handle the rest
of the work. Ritter said it takes
about 15 volunteers to run the
center each day.

drop

room for homeless clients.
The center works on a three-

and

crisis

manage-

Survival issues are the most
important daily concerns. This
involves providing people with
food, clothing anda warm place
to be. The center provides free
hot lunches at 11:30 a.m. every
day.
The second process involves
presenting problems, which
could involve domestic abuse

or

drug-and-alcohol

abuse.

“Most volunteers are currently or recently homeless and
have been our guests,” Ritter
said. “They want to give.back,

Counseling and job training is

and it is part of a healing process for them.”

Ritter said she will have
more help soon when a federal

The center is considered a
day shelter. It has showers,

see Endeavor, next page

available at the center. Ritter
does a lot of the counseling
work.
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Endeavor
¢ CONTINUED
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through

give and her dedication make
her an incredible person.”

PAGE

to hire

two new counselors.

“Carla is very passionate and
intense about her work,” City

The $130,000 federal Emergency Shelter Grant will also

Manager

“But she is also very practical

hanging out on the Plaza.

of

mental illness, drug problems
combined with mental illness
or chronic homelessness problems.
Ritter is a tireless worker.
Her work includes counseling,

writing grants, public relations
and

directing

the day-to-day

operations of the center including meals

and laundry.

Ritter

said she has many inspiring
stories to share about people
who have come to the center.

She said the community support in Arcata for the Endeavor

eo

is beautiful.
She tells about students from
St. Mary’s School giving homemade, hand-painted cloth bags

with gifts inside them to people
at the Endeavor.

Each bag had a toothbrush,
soap, shampoo and a stuffed
animal for Christmas gifts.
Ritter said there are many special moments at the center that
make her happy.
Arcata
Mayor
Connie
Stewart said it is amazing what
Ritter has been able to do with
the Arcata Endeavor.

“Carla Ritter is an incredibly
talented and gifted woman,”
Stewart said. “Her ability to

STEELHEAD

EXTRA

These problems
involve
people using the Plaza to aggressively panhandle, deal
drugs and block sidewalks.
Some feel the Endeavor’s services draw these people to the
Plaza.

The Plaza Working Group, in
which Ritter is involved, is
looking at proactive plans of
dealing with the problems. The
group consists of members of
city staff, the police department
and the business community.
Despite the problems the city
continues to work on, most feel
the Endeavor has provided
needed services and is very
valuable.
“The long-term vision of the
Endeavor is to be able to get
some acreage and actually have
some long-term supportive
housing,” Ritter said.
Ritter also said they are
working on developing a cottage industry that people could

SMOOTH,

SCOTCH

This Saturday, the 23rd
annual Lupine Bash will
take place at the Lamphere
Dunes Preserve.
The event is sponsored
by Friends of the Dunes
and the California Native
Plant Society.
Lupine are a nonnative
plant species and have
moved into the preserve
from the Samoa peninsula,
where it was planted in the

late 1900s.
The bash involves digging up and getting rid of
the lupine plants.
HSU
history
senior
Keith Norton is involved
with planning the Lupine
Bash.
“It about time for midterms,” Norton said, “so
it’s a great way to take out
some aggression on a Saturday morning.”
There is limited parking
at the Lamphere Dunes
Preserve.

help people develop entrepreneurial skills is one of the big

A carpool to the preserve will meet at the Pacific Union School parking
lot at 9 a.m.
Snacks and tools will be
provided. Organizers suggest bringing gloves and
wearing clothes suited for
chilly Humboldt County
beaches.
For more information,
contact Friends of the

goals, Ritter said.

Dunes at 444-1397.

work in to help support the center. Creating a product as a

learning

component

Ritter said

her

and

work

to

at the

Endeavor is “a part of who I
am, and also what I want to be.”

— compiled by John Harper

STOUT

AWARDED A GOLD MEDAL at the
WORLD BEER CHAMPIONSHIP
2000.
STEELHEAD

said.

about working with the city.”
Hauser said she is committed
to helping the city work out the
existing problems with people

This level involves treating

MADRIVER

Hauser

and a crisis intervention/substance abuse counselor.
The third level of help at the
center is crisis management. It
is more intense and involves

long-term aid, Ritter said.

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
APRIL 20TH IN THE KBR
LOOKIN’ 4 INTERESTED BANDS
CONTACT: 826-3257

Dan

pay for a job/skills educator

Lupine Bash kills
foreign species

Welcome HSU students!

PORTER

SILKY & ROBUST

invision

optometry

we've got what you're looking for

NEVER A DULL BREW I
195 Taylor Way

BLUE LAKE CA
707-668-4151
On the web at
www.madriverbrewing.com

Dr. Jim Barnes © 851 Bayside Road, Arcata @ 822-5121
www,jb20-20.com
Distinctive eyewear, eye exams & contact lenses

VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOP
FOR BEER AND COOL STUFF.
armani

massimo

ralph lauren

kenneth cole
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Five-person crew sailing around world
Russians visit five seas, foes in | Eureka, eat dinner in Trinidad
BY Juuic

a

A. Bates

>

LUMBERJACK STAFF

magine sailing around
the world through five
seas — about 26,250
miles — in a 33-foot ship with
five other people.
On July 1, Capt. Sergei
Shcherbakov and his crew left
Omsk, Western Siberia, to sail
around the world.
On Jan. 16 the crew docked in
Eureka to make some repairs to
the ship. Afterward they sailed
to Trinidad, where community
members held a dinner party
for them.
Trinidad resident Olga Sena,
originally from St. Petersburg,
Russia, was the translator at
the event.
During an interview, she
translated a Russian magazine
article, entitled “Beyond 5
Seas,” about the crew and its
journey.
“It was a great bonding and

GRAPHIC BY LiAM CLEMONS

—

sharing of Russian culture,”
Sena said.
Sena said the crew’s motivat-

%
ie
4
he|
4

ing factor is faith and said
Shcherbakov told her an old
Russian saying: “Work and persistence will grant everything.”
Sena said the crew’s focus is
to share the Russian spirit and
pride for its hometown with the
rest of the world.
In the article that Sena translated, Shcherbakov described
why the crew wanted to sail
around the world.
“We want to develop and
strengthen global unity and
demonstrate human ability,”
Shcherbakov said. “We want
everyone in the world to know
about Siberia.”
Sena said she can understand
why they have these goals.
“Omsk is so isolated. It was
a great dream for them to get
out and see the rest of the
world,” she said.
Aboard Siber, the crew plans
to sail through the Panama Canal, up the East Coast of the
United States and then across
the Atlantic Ocean to Russia.
According to the article, this
is the first crew to sail this particular route.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF OLGA SENA

?

Top:

Crew

member

Eugene

Fedorov

listens

to Alexander

Chulkov play the flute on board their ship, Siber.
Right: Captain Shcherbakov’s expedition will tour five seas.

preparation for the sailing expedition. The crew’s first expe-

main crew members; two posi-

One of the crew’s Russian
sponsors provided the crew
with satellite phones, aJowing
members to talk to anyone in
the world for free.

dition was to St. Petersburg,
Russia — a 7,800-mile journey.
That expedition exposed

tions are rotated.
The crew is sponsored

by

The crew members said they
sleep, talk on the phone, read

The crew’s ship, Siber, which
means Siberia, took 10 years to
build, Sena said.
There

were

many

years

of

problems with their ship,
which they fixed before con-

tinuing the trip.

Shcherbakov,
Alexander
Chulkov, Sergei Kikot and
Vladimir Shelmenkov are the

many

Russian

and

interna-

tional companies, which cover
the costs of supplies and repairs made to the ship.

and play board games to pass
the time, an estimated 15
months total, but they are

three months behind schedule

so far.

After the dinner party in
Trinidad, the crew headed for
San Francisco.

Siber will then continue
down the coast of California
before eventually
Russia.

returning

to

It must be back in Omsk by
this September before the ice returns, blocking the Artic Sea.
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Traveling for less

Internet, on campus agency can help students find deals, security
BY JENNIFER

mation on different countries,”

SAVAGE

Rische said.
LUMBERJACK STAFF

nfected with wanderlust? Or simply need to
get from Point A to
Point B as cheaply as possible?

Sources for inexpensive
travel abound on the World
Wide Web and can also be found
right on campus — at Dalianes
Travel in the University Center.

“People think traveling is expensive, but it’s not,” said Trina
Rische, a Dalianes travel agent.
“We work through the Student
Travel Network, which has offices all over the world.
Through them, students can get
tickets for discounted rates,
sometimes half of what the
normal airline rates would be.”
Another benefit of the STN
is a reduced itinerary fee for
students.
“Maybe they’re over in Europe, and someone gets sick, or

they don’t have enough money
to stay as long as they’d
planned. They can change their
return date for only $25, instead
of the usual $150,” Rische said.
Other money-saving services

Dalianes provides to students
include in-office purchase of
Eurorail passes, international
student ID cards, youth-hostel
cards and “all kinds of infor-

She said she encourages
people to stop at Dalianes for information even if they aren’t
ready to buy tickets right away.
“People are more than welcome to come in any time,” she
said.
Sometimes students aren’t
sure where they want to go,
Rische said.
“T usually ask, ‘What do you

“People think traveling is expensive, but
it’s not. ... Students

can get tickets for
discounted rates,
sometimes half of
what the normal aire
line rates would be.
Trina Rische

want to see? What are you most

travel agent

interested in?’ Sometimes just
checking rates helps someone
to decide,” she said.

Making travel arrangements
online

has become

more

com-

mon, but Rische said not to rely
soley on the Internet for travel
plans.

“To (purchase tickets) over
the Internet,

there’s

no secu-

rity,” she said.
“We

hold

one else is having trouble, they
have to deal with calling the
airline.”

Rische

said

Internet

re-

search is recommended. Research is very important,

agreed

Karen

Minich,

Counciltravel.com Web editor.

“Research is the key to all afyour

hand

the

whole way. We fix problems that

fordable travel,” she said in an
e-mail interview.

you don’t even know about be-

Minich offered further ad-

fore

they-happen.

Internet

can

only

And

the

give

you

vice: “Read up on your intended destination, there area

prices for the specific dates you

multitude of guidebooks that

enter.
“I’m able to see that if you go

offer sound advice on which
agencies to use and how you

a day earlier or later, the fare
will be lower. I look for special

can cut costs. Your best budget/

deals;
you.”

‘Lonely Planet,’ ‘Let's Go,’ Rick
Steve’s ‘Europe on a Shoestring’ and Frommer’s guides.

go a little further

for

Rische said she has received
e-mail — from New Zealand,

for example — when a

client

needéd help getting her ticket
problems resolved.
“We can only help people
who have made their plans
through us,” she said. “If some-

adventure resource books are:

Once

you know

what you are

looking for, you’ll have a much
better idea of where you are
willing to cut corners.”
She said the best way to avoid
travel scams is to “use a reputable, licensed and well-estab-

AeReCeAeTeodA

f=

First Baptigt Church

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERSGR RTO
Students can use Dalianes Travel Service
to find help with vacation planning.

lished company to help you find
the best deals. The old saying,
‘if it sounds too good to be true,
it probably is,’ still remains
true.

“Find out if the company is
a member of any travel organizations, such as the Student
and Youth Travel Association
of North America, International Student Travel Confederation, Student Air Travel Association, American Society of
Travel Agents or the International Airlines Travel Agent
Network,” she said.
“Also check with the Better
Business Bureau to see if that
company has any pending complaints against them.”
Minich also said knowing
what restrictions apply to
travel plans is important.

on campus

“Sometimes in order for
prices to stay low, a company
has to cover themselves with a
weighty restriction or cancellation policy.
“Ask up front what all the
cancellations and change policies are, and never, never buy
anything without reading
those penalties. Once you purchase a product, you are agreeing to all the penalties associated with that product. So, ask
a lot of questions before you
pay,” she said.
Novice travelers can use independent tour packages,
Minich said.
Counciltravel.com offers a
“Trip On” package.
“The package gives novice

see Inexpensive, next page

1700 UNION ST © ARCATA ® €22-0367
(Next to HSU tennis courts)
Cpititually alive © Contemporary worship ® Relevant preaching

CUNDAY Olas e tt
€:00 - 9:30-1:00 A.M.

OPEN ALL 2 AM
THURSDAY — FRinkyY — SATURDAY
1034 G Street @ Arcata

82201927
268¢8082 —

HOT

WILLOW

& RAGS

Contemporary New & Used Clothing

“BREAKFAST FOR A BUCK’
Cundays ® Breakfast at 9:30 a.m.
Firet broakfact ic fron

$7.99 |
Whole Pie!

MEDIUM

one’

PASTOR

College Bible Study

S16 F Street © Eurera

One Topping

MILD

GWG

Thursday Nights at 7:00 p jer
|

SOLID ROCK COLLECE FELLOWSHIP
Meets at Arcata First Baptist in the Lighthouse Room

Worship ®

Bible Study ® Prayer ® Fellowship

On the Plaza, gee

822-7577

/
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Inexpensive: Web research and hostels help keep costs down and transactions secure
¢ CONTINUED

FROM

PREVIOUS

PAGE

travelers all the basic information they need to get around a
new city and offers insider tips
on places to go and things to
do,” Minich said.
Counciltravel.com offers several Amsterdam “Trip On”
packages, including one with
the following itinerary: NYCParis-Brussels-AmsterdamNYC from $579, which includes
airport transfers, two days

“To (purchase tickets) over the Internet,
there’s no security. We hold your hand the
whole way. We fix problems that you don’t

Minich said.

“Other options for the cash
poor,” she said, “include volunteer, work and study abroad
programs.”

The Web site bunac.org
helps place travelers in jobs in
England, Scotland, Northern
Ireland, Wales,
New Zealand or
Australia.
“U.S. students need work permits to take employment (paid
or unpaid) in Britain. Usually
the company has a very difficult task justifying the employment of a U.S. student. The em-

Dalianes Travel Service

Internet can only give you prices for the
specific dates you enter. I’m able to see that
if you go a day earlier or later, the fare will

University Center

travel agent
ments apply.
Minich said that when

trav-

eling, it is important to plan accordingly.
“Generally speaking, international airfare is probably the
priciest part of a trip. Hotels
can also be expensive depending on the city you are staying
in.
“We recommend hostels as

they are a more affordable alternative to staying at a hotel.
A lot of money is wasted on
food, which

is another

reason

hostels are a good option. They
generally have cooking facili-

Zealand can work for up to a

hints on how to get discounted

year, as long as they are a US.
citizen between the ages of 18

fares even lower.

and 30 and have a valid pass-

global climate of the world is
making travel irrelevant are
mistaken, Minich said.
“Aside from the fact that

that

the student has more skills
than resident applicants,” the
Web site reads.

“The
Card

special

work

BUNAC

document

Blue
allows

Work In Britain participants to
take almost any employment
for six months maximum any-

where

in England,

Scotland,

port. Those interested in work-

ing in Australia can work up to
four months; the same require-

traveling is a
ence, it is also
While people
about a place

839-4381

thrilling experivery educational.
can learn a lot
by reading about

University Travel

843 10th St., Arcata
822-1787

Books:

7.

a place without going there.
The nuances of any culture or
society aren’t found in books;
they are found in people.

The Hostel Handbook for the USA and
Canada by Jim Williams
For Less:Compact Guides by Metropolis

“Perhaps the best way to un-

derstand

International

why traveling is so

important is to give you an
analogy: you may know all the
ingredients that go into making
a cake, but you don't really

WEB

SITES:

>London
Way. Cx DEC a.com

know what that cake will taste

HSU QUAD:
Me eceOR
oe a
amas ke
ee
TUE., FEB. 27: 11 AM- 4 PM

DROP BY AND CEE US,

5

Spon?

www.travelocity.com

like until you take a bite,” she
said.

(paris
\

www.Fodors.com

Faris \
<

“While the global economy
and market give people access
to goods

that they may

never

have seen or obtained before,
they

are still not gaining

the

full

understanding

the

of

things they are buying.
“Goods or wares have
more meaning when they
attached to a memory, and
tainly a trip to Wal-Mart is

far
are
cernot

going

the

to rank

memory

high

on

Hoste.

INFORMATION:
www.hostelworld.com

www.hostelplanet.com
www.hostels.com

scale, where as a trip

Beads

to Nepal will never be forgotten,” Minich said.

Those who think the growing

OUR BLOOD MOBILE:
» WILL BE ON THE:

TRAVEL

it, they can’t truly understand

NORTHTOWN BOOKS
ee

.
~

2019 Central Ave., McKinleyville

Trina Rische

Wales and Northern Ireland.”
Those interested in New

demonstrate

822-7676

be lower.”

ties on the premises,” she said.
The
Internet
Guide
to
Hostelling (www.hostels.com)
offers news and travel deals as
well as information on hostels
worldwide.
Some useful information includes a listing of free books
like “Teach Your Way Around
the World” and “Hostel Guidebook 2001,” a listing of American Youth Hostel affiliates in
America and Canada.
The site also lists car-rental
deals, Greyhound specials and

ployer must

Area AGENCIES:

even know about before they happen. The

in

Paris, one day in Brussels, two
days in Amsterdam and Thalys
from
Paris-BrusselsAmsterdam.
When money is a problem,
other travel options exist,

Sources for cheap travel:
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Advice for travelers

Plan with certified agents

BY SEAN CHaRTIER
Be

i

bi

i

“All-inclusive deals
are a great way to

LUMBERJACK STAFF

A colorful celebration
of cultural
dance & muste performances, displays&

Students making travel plans
can avoid bad deals by knowing
what to look for in travel professionals.
“If we don’t know the company, we don’t book them,” said
Frances Tanner, a travel counselor at University Travel Agencye
in Arcata. “We try to avoid airlines that have filed bankruptcies.”

Dd

According to a newsletter re-

Sree asks

sunday, Feb. 25
3-7 p.m. * Humboldt
State University
Kate Buchanan Room & Karshner Lounge
Sponsored by HSU Office of Extended Education
International Students Union © HSU Multicultural
Center
HSU Clubs & Activities © HSU Foundation © HSU Dining Services

San Valley Floral Farms ® North Coast COMP

leased by the Institute of Certified Travel Agents, it is always
better to pay by credit card than
by check or cash because a credit
card transaction is traceable and
makes it easier to get refunds.
It is important to always make
sure that any travel agent signing a contract has professional
credentials as a certified travel
counselor or travel associate.
Travelers should be aware if
any charter flights offer compensation because of delays or
schedule changes, or if they offer refunds if flight itineraries
differ from a customer’s expectations.
Like many agencies, University Travel offers college stu-

Open 7 Days!
ll am - 9 pm
850 Crescent
Way ° Arcata

travel. You get
good value.”
Robin

a

Crandall

associate, Institute of

Certified Travel Agents
dents services from tour and
charter companies and offers
travel

insurance ‘to cover the

costs of cancellations.
However, college students
typically do not want to pay the
costs of insurance, Tanner
said.
Finding the right travel agent
can help travelers find answers
to their questions.
For instance, ICTA is the only
organization that can certify
such professionals by requiring completion of four courses
in travel background, Tanner
said.
These courses are in addition
to a bachelor’s degree and must
be updated every two years.
Being a travel associate is
the first step to becoming a
travel counselor, said Robin
Crandall, an associate with
ICTA, ina telephone interview
from Massachusetts. Five years
of full-time work is ultimately
required.
Knowing what training a
travel agent has is useful in preparing a good deal, she said.
A travel professional should
possess the above requirements at a minimum, Crandall
said.
Tanner said travelers wish-

ing to see a particular part of
the world can find more informative deals through travel
specialists with knowledge of
that area.
“It is important to book
through tour companies belonging to United States Tour
Operators Association,” she
said.
She said that when a company belongs to USTOA, it isa
guarantee to the customer that
he or she will receive services
from a professional.
Travelers may want to be
cautious when accessing tickets through Web sites, such as
Priceline.com.
In a telephone interview
Pamela, an American Airlines
representative, said that travelers cannot make date changes
using the Web site.
While booking directly with
an airline gives customers the
added benefit of being able to
make date changes, they do
charge a fee. American Airlines charges $75 per date
change.
Booking with consolidators
can yield a reduced air fare.
Consolidators contract with
the airlines to obtain seats for
a cheaper price to students.
“All-inclusive deals are a
great way to travel,” Crandall
said. “You get a good value.”
She said considering packaged deals where air travel,
meals, hotel accommodations
and activities are offered for
one price is a good idea. These
may seem expensive but can be
the easiest and best way to
travel, she said.

Marian Brady Design
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Arcatans get a new choice in music
Release Records carries vinyl and equipment for area DJs
BY Matr Crawrorp
LUMBERJACK STAFF
elease
Records
is
anew
record
shop
in
Arcata that provides
a place for Humboldt
County DJs and music lovers to get the
records they need.
Located on the corner of llth and K
streets, it carries
records ranging from
happy
hardcore
techno
to
roots
reggae.
Dan Gianotta, aka
DJ Receiver, has been
working his way up
the business ladder
since
he
moved
to “1
Humboldt

County.
Receiver

said

he started selling
records as a favor
to a friend who
had given him 25
to sell.
“We showed up
to this party and
saw what was go-

want them to have a place

where they can talk to someone who knows about spinning so they can get tips on

spinning techniques and buying equipment.”
Paul

Madera

DJ and volunteer at Release Records

ing on,” he said.

serve

He said he noticed people
spinning records and asked if
they wanted to check out the
records he brought.
He said he sold most of his
records that night, so he asked
his friend to send some more.
Soon he had enough money
to rent space at Liquid Lights
Studios in Eureka, where he
ran a small shop.
“It grew faster than I expected,” Receiver said.
Release Records was at Liquid Lights until last Thanksgiving, when he closed shop in
Eureka and moved to Arcata.
Receiver said that eventually,
he would like to build up the
electronic-music industry in
Humboldt County and start
channeling money from selling
records, holding music festivals and hiring out DJs into a
land trust that would help pre-

County.

forests

in

Humboldt

“Everyone here is a volunteer right now,” he said. “The
top goals of this business are to
be a dependable service of
Humboldt County and to provide jobs.”
Volunteers at the store —
some
of the top DJs in
Humboldt County — receive
discounts on records as well as
the benefit of promoting themselves and the music they love.
“T want kids to be able to have
a place to listen to records,”
said DJ Paul Madera, a volunteer at the store.
“T want them to have a place
where they can talk to someone
who knows about spinning so
they can get tips on spinning
techniques and buying equipment.”
Last Friday the Release community threw a party at the

or,
«
iM
¥ 3=

PHOTOS BY Matt CrRAwForD

Top; Nucleus played an early morning set at the Samoa Firehouse
Bottom; DJ Jsun spun for the Firehouse party audience.
Samoa

Firehouse

to celebrate

the new location.
The Hip-hop group The
Rhythmatics performed, as
well as Nucleus.
DJ Jsun, Michael,

Jole,

DJ

Scrooge, Danny and Maebyn
played sets as well, keeping the
party going until the early

morning hours.
Receiver is raising money for
a recording studio that will be
built at the shop. The studio
will include computers for processing samplers and a DJ
booth with turntables and
monitors.
Music produced at the studio

on

Friday.

will be on Ecotopia Recordings,

a company

Receiver

started

that
will
begin
releasing
records this spring.
Members involved with Re-

lease Records will play at upcoming shows, including DJ
Russell Vargas
on March 1.

at Café

Tomo

Wednesday,
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Free, Confidential Family Planning Services
To Qualified Women and Men

Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
for information about how you may be eligible

for the new PACT Program 442-5709
Pregnancy Testing and Counseling, Birth
Control Clinics, HIV Testing, Vasectomy and
Abortion Services
(all for drop-in hours and appointments

Six Rivers
Planned

Parenthood

2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka
_ 442-5709

\
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www.humboldt!.com/~ppeureka

Humboldt’s

ros

#1 Night Club

For Over 10 Years!
535 5th St. ¢ Eureka
444-CLUB

* clubwestoniine.com

Call 444-CLUB
for show

info.

Call 444-2624
To charge tickets by phone.
Tick

loca

$: The Works CDs

&

Tapes,
Eureka/Arcata; Wildhorse CDs &
Tapes, Garberville; The Metro, Arcata, Fat
City Music, Crescent City

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23
OF THE RAMONES...CLUB WEST PRESENTS:

WON HD
NUT

PHOTO COURTESY OF B+

5 to rock the East Gym

Jurassic

Jurassic 5, along with special guests DJ Red and Associates, will perform
tonight in the East Gym at 9.
The group consists of four MCs and two DJs who, according to a press
release, work together to perform a vibrant cultural offering of hip-hop
music.
Tickets are $18 general and $12 for students, and are available at The Works
in Arcata and Eureka, at The Metro CDs and Tapes in Arcata and at the
University Ticket Office.

Special early show. Doors open at 8:00
p.m. $12.After the show: LIQUID.

EVERY

Humboldt Back & Neck Pain Center
aS

FRIDAY

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry

LIQUID

Chiropractors
1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville

839-6300
Most Insurance Accepted * Painless Payment Plans

Doors open at 9:00 p.m. DJ Pauly Paul in the main room;
DJ Key in the lounge. Top 40 with club dance, hip-hop.

Visit our website at: www.humboldtbackdocs.com
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practicing

is not

This is partly because of the
lyrics; it’s Geddy Lee’s first
record as a lyricist — and it
shows. The other factor isa personal feeling rather than an
actual reason. “My Favorite
Headache” is an album made
by two friends during 10-day recording sessions at each other’s

houses that happened every
three months for about three
years (97 — ’00).
They are having fun recording rather than worrying about
making a great record for pub-

a Rush

to discover the groove and get
into it yourself. For this reason
I shall not review individual
tracks. Liking the “groove” is

Don’t expect this to be Rush!
Rush

kick.
Everything on “My Favorite
Headache” is easy to hear when
you’re supposed to hear it. No
instrument is too over-power-

more

important

single

song.

However,

South

Sales & Service

707-822- 7909
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Ketay
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ie lawrence!
UT! quartet’
“Cream of the current string quartet crop” —MiAMi HERALD

ae & SUNDAY, MARCH 18 / VAN DUZER THEATRE / 8PM

“é buddy QUY

ee
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atic

‘ Legendary 4-time Grammy-winning

Ba blues guitarist!

_ TUESDAY, MARCH 20 / VAN DUZER THEATRE / 7PM

MeL Ted t
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TUESDAY, APRIL 10 / VAN DUZER THEATRE / 8PM

paco de lucia septet§
“Flamenco fireworks from a masterful ensemble!” —cnicaco TRIBUNE

COMING

USED TIRES & WHEELS
148

any

see CD reviews, page 24

Arcata

yd

than

PS

on the planet” —sazz Times

sicians (not to mention, stars),
and that’s what professionals
do. If two amateurs made exactly the same album, they
wouldn’t lobby for its release
because they’re amateurs, and
amateurs record for their own
enjoyment. This album feels
like it’s been made for Ben
Mink’s and Geddy Lee’s enjoyment and therefore feels amateurish despite the extremely
professional production values.
To enjoy this album you need

chorus song pattern with relatively uncomplicated changes.
my

“the smokingest big band

cause they’re professional mu-

larities cease.
Rush seems to prefer long,
intricate, jamming patterns
with constant chord and time
changes. “My Favorite Headache” uses the standard verse/

with

‘mingus big band

lic consumption. They released
“My Favorite Headache” be-

ing bass, but after this, the simi-

done

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27 / FULKERSON HALL /
2 i
7PM & 9:30PM

got an amateur vibe to it.

Why do I mention Rush?
Well, ignorant one, Geddy Lee
is the lead singer/bass player/
co-songwriter for Rush. Therefore, comparisons to Rush are
inevitable. Now, the record does
sound like Rush in that both
share Geddy Lee and his crush-

now

their well-learned

Se
as
Cy
s
Pall enNTE) Seki h

Sure, it’s stuffed with professionals up the wazoo, but it’s

“My Favorite Headache” is
Geddy Lee’s first solo album.
However, in my opinion, it isn’t
really a solo album, it’s a Ben
Mink/Geddy Lee album.
Mink
has
done
some
Grammy-award winning work
in collaboration with K.D. Lang
and is a member of the Canadian progressive-rock group
I'M. Geddy Lee may be writing
the lyrics, but the music is cowritten by both Minks and Lee.
Where this collaboration
shows best is in the musical
This

9501 St., Arcata
822-0525

Having said that, this album
also sounds amateurish to me.

were

pt
ey

Family Dentistry
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craft.

My Favorite Headache
Geddy Lee

patterns.
record.
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ing unless it’s meant to be (for
dramatic effect). You are listening to professional musicians

Rating System
ve One warm beer
ae one ice cold beer
“verve a Slight buzz
: veveve a twelve pack

NOW

Russell L. Davis D.D.S.

20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays
Preventive and Restorative care
Nitrous oxide available
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_w paul taylor dance company
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826-3928
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THESE PERFORMANCES SUPPORTED IN PART WITH FUNDS FROM THE CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL,
A STATE AGENCY, AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, A FEDERAL AGENCY,
HSU IS AM AA/EO INSTITUTION,
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144 9th Street

822-3731

Restaurant:

7 DAYS A WEEK
8 am-11 pm

KARAOKEL!
Sande 10pm - 2 am (starting Feb, 1)
Happy Hour sey
COME SEE OUR
MARTINI MENU!
featuring over

60 Martinis!

The Alibi Crew cares about you!
Please drink

ibly.
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PHOTO COURTESY OF DaniEt MILLER
Capleton

is one

of several

artists

to take

the

stage

in honor

of Bob

Marley.

Area musicians to pay tribute
Capleton, Humboldt County Freestyle Kings join together
By Matt

“To celebrate the day of his birthis to show
respect for all things that he accomplished
in his life.”

CrawFrorp

LUMBERJACK STAFF

1731 G ST. SUITE D

ARCATA

707.826.1708

F IT
ree weetT,

|OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF
GIFTS FOR
COVER!
COUPLES & INSTRUCTIONAL
XXX VIDEO/DVD
ROMANTIC MASSAGE OILS
BEDROOM BOARDGAMES 7
wd Much More!
by FF Troy ai
PLEASURE GENTER

EN)

he 11th annual

cel-

ebration of
Bob
Marley’s birthday
will be held at the Mateel Community Center this Saturday.
The
Humboldt
County
Freestyle Kings will perform
before
dancehall
great

Capleton

takes

the stage

in

Carol

co-owner of People Productions
reggae

music

throughout

the

world. He died of cancer May
11, 1981.

Capleton has been challenging musical boundaries since
he

was

a youth

in Jamaica.

temporary reggae artists that is
crossing over into the hip-hop
and pop market.”
“We have to mix it in order
to transcend to a wider audience, sO everyone can hear the

honor of the reggae legend.

“Prophecy,” his U.S. debut al-

message,”

“Bob Marley was such an incredible
influence,”
said

bum,

press release.

Carol

Bruno,

co-owner

of

People Productions. “To celebrate the day of his birth is to
show respect for all things that
he accomplished in his life.”
Bob Marley was born Feb. 6,

1945, inrural St. Ann, Jamaica.
His widespread popularity was
a major factor in the spread of

Bruno

became

cess after
reached
Billboard’s
Capleton

his biggest suc-

his song, “Tour,”
the
top
20
on
R&B chart in 1995.
also recorded Wings

of
Morning
with
rapper
Method Man of the Wu-Tang

Clan on the “Prophecy” album.
“Capleton is pretty diverse,”
Bruno said. “He’s a reggae artist, but he’s one of those con-

Capleton

said in a

Since the release of “Prophecy,” Capleton has recorded
four other albums, including
his most recent, “More Fire.”

As a devoted Rastafarian,
Capleton uses his music to
spread the message of his religion. Many of his songs speak

see Celebration, next page
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Kingston

Rastafarian god. His message
has earned him the nickname
“Prophet.”
“If you don’t know where
you’re coming from, you’re not
gonna know where you're going,” Capleton said on his Web
site (Www.vpcapleton.com).
Born Clifton George Bailey
III in 1967, Capleton was always
very vocal. His friends gave
him the name Capleton when
he was 12 years old because he
used to always get in argu-

ments, like a famous lawyer in
his town named with the same
name.
“There

was

a lawyer

in my

town named Capleton, and
when I was a youth, I used to
get in arguments — talking as
if Iknew what’s happening,” he
said in a press release.
“One day I was in an argument with my bredren, and me
just jump and start to talk. One
of them said ‘He can talk. He
just like lawyer Capleton.’”
According to the release,
Capleton gained popularity at
the age of 18 when he moved to

am

° 21

from

St. Mary’s,

Ja-

maica. He worked odd jobs during the day and sang at differ. ent sound systems at night un-

til he auditioned with his current manager and producer,
Stuart Brown.
Brown flew Capleton to
Canada,

where

Capleton

per-

formed at a concert with
dancehall kings Ninjaman and
Flourgon. His performance
caught the attention of Jamaican producer Philip “Fattis”
Burrell,
who
recorded
Capleton’s first single, Bumbo
Red in 1989.
In 1990 Capleton performed
at the Reggae Sunsplash Music
Festival, where he was called
back to perform seven encores.
Doors at the Mateel will open

at 8 p.m. for Marley’s birthday
bash, and the music will start
at 8:30, when DJ Selector Prime
will spin a set before handing
the stage over to the Humboldt
County Freestyle Kings.

Tickets to the show cost $18
in advance and $20 at the door
and can be bought in advance
at The Metro CDs and Tapes,
The
Works
and
People’s
Records.

CenterArts palace Mingus

PHOTO COURTESY OF JIMMY KATZ

Big Band

Fulkerson Recital Hall will be filled with the sounds of the late bassist and
composer Charles Mingus on Tuesday, with shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m. when
Mingus Big Band performs. Organized by his widow, Sue Mingus, the band
has remained devoted to jazz music. Tickets are $30 general and $25 for students and seniors. They are available from The Works, The Metro CDs and
Tapes in Arcata and the University Ticket Office.
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Play festival to visit Eureka
Area playwrights and directors join forces for audiences
BY Evan

Casapa

LUMBERJACK STAFF

BaysHore

707.445.0326
800.869.6506
Fax:

Eureka,

707.445.2368

P.O.

Bor

6502

CA 95501
Eureka.

ive new plays composed
by HSU stu-

MALL

CA

95502

dents will be presented at the World Premiere
Theatre in Eureka on Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
The plays are five selections
from the 10-Minute Play Festival, which was held on campus

last week.
This is the festival’s second
consecutive year running. This
year’s new 10-minute plays,
written and

-

10 Minute
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and

Styles
Margaret

Kelso,

Price:
students,
general

a
of

$4]
$5]

head

of the dramatic writing department

Available at}
the door

said

the students
submit
their

plays

to three chosen members of the faculty.
The faculty then selects the

finalists and then the students
choose which play they want to
direct.
There is a variety of subject
matter within the new plays
Kelso said. Some are rather serious, while others are lighter
hearted, she said.
Andy Rydzewski, a graduate
student working on masters
degrees in film and dramatic
writing, is directing “The Inter-

view,” written by interdisciplinary studies senior
Evan
Hatfield. The play — one of the

PHOTO COURTESY OF HSU

Ryan

Parham
;

interview,”

(left) and Andy
:

one

the

plays

Rydzewski
i

involved

in the

FILM DEPARTMENT

act in “The
festival.

“There’s a lot more dealing with the actors;
there’s more concern with moment-to-mo-

ment acting.”
Andy

Rydzewski

film and dramatic writing graduate student
five to be performed this weekend — is about a woman interviewing a man for a desirable
position with a prestigious
agency.
“It’s
flat-out
comedy,”
Rydzewski said.
Rydzewski

took

class with Kelso two years ago.

During that semester, Kelso assigned each student to write a
10-minute play.
Rydzewski did not get involved with the festival that se-

see Minute, next page

a writing

We feature a unique selection of films that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to
a complete selection of contemporary hits.
Sd
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“It's an opportunity

to sample many dif-

ferent
There’s

styles.
a

whole

March 1-3

va-

EVERYTHING ON

riety and they are all

1027 I St. Arcata

very interesting.”

822-6264 *Sun 12-4
Mon-Sat 10:30-5:30

Margaret Kelso
dramatic writing department chair

tC)

mester because he was involved with a film class. He approached Kelso and asked if he
could direct a play this semster.
Working

in

the

theater

the actors;

there’s

more

Photo

)-

Service

822-3155
On the Arcata Plaza

boring,
HUMBOLDT

everyone’s taste.
“It’s
an
opportunity
to
sample many different styles.
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There’s a whole

;
variety, and

O.

they are all very

interesting,”
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Rydzewski said.
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SPOT

Doors
Open at 6:00 pm ~ Music Starts at 8 pm
Mon, Tues and Wed
Music Starts at 9:30 lhurs, Friand Sat ~ 21 and over after 9:00 pm

Kelso said there’s a play for
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Poe” 2

Color enlargements
up to 8"x 12"
produced in-house

we'd rewrite,” Rydzewski said.
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be
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One-Hour

closely together to bring these
plays to life.
Rydzewski said he feels it
was important that the writers
were extremely honest with
their directors when relaying
their likes and dislikes.
was

vegetar ian, made fresh
daily from Meal and a Muse
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“If something

the go or
drive thru
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is

concern with moment-to-moment acting.”
It can be hard to get the specific acting director’s vision, he
said.
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much more tiring than working
with film, Rydzewski said.
“There’s a lot more dealing
with
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The World Premiere Theatre

is located above the Lost Coast
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Brewery on Fourth St. in Eureka. The admission priceis$4
for students and $5 general.
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Top; Ryan Parham, Andy Rydzewski and Andy
Feaster play key roles in “The Interrogation.” Bot-

Tickets are available at the

tom; Graduate student Jen Belt portrays a fiery

door

vixen in “The Interview.”
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CD Reviews: Take a look at some groovy tunes

DENTISTRY
Mark

A. Hise

© Continued From Pace 19
bum is good enough that you
should discover the “groove” if
you make yourself listen to
“My Favorite Headache” about
four or five times.
~by B.R.

MS-DDS

Serving the university community since 1983

_eBONDING

*NITROUS-GAS

_ +. *EMERGENCY
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CARE

*STEREO SOUND

“We cater to cowards!”

_-

1225 B ST. 822-5105
Join the

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

{

Firefighting Team
for

=

CAREER ADVENTURES
In the most

Beautiful and Unique
Places in America
Permanent

Seasonal

Forestry Techs

GIS Specialists

Firefighters

Ecologists (Fire)

Engine Crews
Wildland Specialists
Prevention Education Specialists

www.nps.gov/fire/jobs
1-866-NPS-FIRE
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National Park Service is an Equal Opportunity Employer

KEBAB CAFE
SHISH KEBAB
* Lamb ¢ Pork * Chicken * Beef * Vegetarian

SANDWICHES ° DINNER PLATES
GYROS and FALAFELS
All shish kebab & gyros are served with
freshly cut salads in baked pita bread
FSR RRR

10% OFF ANY |
PURCHASE
:
EXPIRES 3-31-01
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VALLEY West SHOPPING CENTER
(NEXT TO RADIO SHACK)
Mon.-Fri. 1] A.M. TO 8 p.m.* SATURDAY 12 P.M. TO7 P.M.

§26-212]
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Little Tree
Groundation
Veveveve

“The young tree is not physical... It is your true self free of
judgement, doubt and fear, and
at that very moment when you
discover the Holy Young Tree,
all of your dreams and aspirations become one with reality,”
an inscription on the inner-album cover.
From
start
to
finish,
Groundation’s “Little Tree”
will keep you groovin’.
Lead
vocalist
Harrison
Stafford and backup vocalist
Brian Batoosingh harmonize
beautifully throughout the album.
In “Congress Man,” Stafford
calls for an end to the exploitation of our children and the
harassment of our women. He
says our government should
stop worrying about bombing
foreign countries and start
thinking about people suffering
in our own country.
Groundation does a wonderful job of incorporating traditional reggae with jazz to create a fresh, unique sound.
Track six, “Dream,” is an excellent example of this. The
song starts out smoothly, with
Marcus Urani sweeping up and
down the keys of his piano over
the pulsating rhythms of bass
player Ryan Newman and
drummer James Stafford.
It swings into a sedating
reggae

groove

as

Harrison

Stafford describes his dream of
an encounter with a holy
Nazarene.

Groundation’s “Young Tree”
has all the elements of a good

roots-reggae album, it has good
rock-steady-bass lines, thoughtful lyrics and a melodical
player offering a little extra flavor. “Young Tree” is an album
that stands tall.
~by Matt Crawford
Wonder Bar
Martin Sexton
vevere
There were internal editorial
rumblings over my last CD review. Since then my bruises
have taught me that the editor
is god on earth if god lived off
coffee and vending machines.
So this review shall be done
strictly by the book, the Good
Book that is.
Track 1: And out of the silence, Sexton did beget a slow
jazz/rock riff and tell unto
Angeline, “Girl you been
freakin’ / Like you never
freaked before.” And in the chorus
Sexton
did
implore,
“Angeline, come to me.” And it
was jumpin’ toe-tappin’ good
fun.
Track 2: “I am a real man.”
So doth Sexton sing unto us all.
Enriched this gospel was by
soulful singing, a slow, soft organ, and excellent guitar riffs.
Truly all was well ponst the CD.
Track 3: And thus was Sexton
tempted toward banality by the
easy, two-chord ballad. But his

flock was not to be led astray by
his “Elephant’s Memory.” This
was buta test of their faith. For
those who sacrificed their ears
in the service of Sexton would
be rewarded. Thus it was written.
Track 4: “When you’re done
and feeling left out / wondering
what this pain is about / here’s
something mother taught me
when I was a child. / Passed
down from an old generation/
to let us in on the new revelation. / See the light comin‘

down all the way.” Yea, so Sex-

ton said. Unto us was told “I’ve
got a little faith on the table.”
And the chorus repeated it, the
organs proclaimed it, and
Marty’s Muse copyrighted it
along with the rest of the tracks
in the name of Sexton. Thus it
was and ever shall be, and it
was good.
Track 5: And so Sexton gave
a bit of funk unto the CD.
Funky. Funkity funkitational
funky funkaroo. Funk. Thus
was this track skipped over.
Track 6: And Sexton became
displeased and sentenced verily unto his flock to wander the
desert until his pleasure returned. And he crooned, oh and
he crooned, “Where did I go
wrong?” in falsetto. The flock
did wander toward the skip button.

Track 7: Still did the flock
wander for the skip button.
Track 8: The flock decided to
visit the restroom.
Track 9: “Hallelujah” sang
Sexton and the chorus. “Hallelujah!” Sexton’s pleasure returned, and he welcomed back
his flock with uplifting melodies. Doubly did Sexton sermon
on the Devil. Does he live in
Elvis? Or Hugh Hefner? Or
Larry Flynt? Well?
Track 10: Thus was it uncovered that the Father was too
cheap to print all of Sexton’s
sermons in the liner notes. So
in its place doth Sexton successfully feed the flock with what
had been thought to be not
enough riffs. A miracle!
Track 11: Thusly did Sexton
take the “Golden Road” to the
CDs end. A heavy load was
born, and Sexton’s head was
crowned with the producer’s
title.
Go forth and buy multiple
used copies.
~by B.R.
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Power forward dominates on boards
Hooks’ consistent play could put the Jacks into the regional playoffs
By Curis CocHrRan

“Sure we're a young

LUMBERJACK STAFF

team, but we are all

very talented playhis year’s men’s basketball team
was
largely written off
by its opponents in the Pacific
West Conference before the season.
However, the play of freshman forward Fred Hooks, along
with his teammates, has opponents seeing the HSU team ina
whole new light.
It wasn’t hard to think of this
as a rebuilding year for the
men’s team, considering last
year’s record was 6-20, and nine
freshmen were added to the
team this year.
“It’s hard to predict how the
pressure of college competition
— being away from home for
the first time and studying —
is going to affect these young
men,” said HeadCoach Tom
Wood, in the team’s media
guide. “We’re asking them to
get confident in a hurry.”
Hooks has shown how confident he is in his game from the
beginning of this season.
In just his second game at
college level, he led the team in
scoring with 17 points and had
nine rebounds during HSU’s 8176 win at Southern Oregon Uni-

versity in November.
“T don’t think it was a fair
analysis of our team’s talents,”
Hooks said in reference to the
preseason expectations.
“Sure we’re a young team,
but we are all very talented
players and we have great
chemistry.”
Hooks, who is 6 feet 5 inches
tall and weighs 185 pounds,
said this is the type of performance he was accustomed to
while playing basketball at
Horizon High School in San
Diego. He was named the
league’s player of the year and
the team’s MVP in the same

year.

:

“My only expectations heading into the season were to have
a winning record and to be a
good competitor in our conference,” said the computer infor-

ers,

and

we

have

great chemistry.”
Fred

Hooks

freshman forward

mation science major.
Hooks has left his mark all
over the conference this season by regularly scoring in
double digits and twice being
named the Pac-West Player
of the Week (Jan. 6 and Feb.
8).
His best performances came
in consecutive games, when he
scored
30 points against
Brigham Young University-Hawali and then one-upped that
by scoring 31 points the following night against Hawaii Pacific.
“I attribute my

success to a

lot of people who have helped
me develop my skills over the
years,” Hooks said. “My older
brother, Patrick, started me off
playing basketball and showed
me the ropes.”
With three games remaining
in the schedule, the Lumberjacks have a 19-5 record.
With two of the last three
against the top two teams in
their division, Seattle Pacific
and Western Washington, the
*Jacks are in unfamiliar territory with an NCAA Division IJ
tournament berth hanging in
the balance.
“I think HSU has a lot to
look forward to in the next
few years. I feel that we can
only go uphill from here because we have a lot of talent
and can only get better,”
Hooks said.
The future of the men’s team
looks bright with Hooks and
his eight freshmen teammates
just beginning their assault on
the Pac-West.
“T hope to get my degree and
win a couple of national
championships in basketball
before Iam done here,” Hooks
said.

PHOTOS BY JARROD VALLINE

Above: Fred Hooks, the 6foot-5-inch freashman
forward from San Diego,
works on his free-throws

during practice this
week.

Left: Hooks works on his
shooting form. He was
named league player of

the year and MVP

in his

senior year ai Horizon
High School.
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Turf installation nearly complete
New surface in Redwood Bowl expected to benefit more than athletes
field to be used as much as 10
hours every day. Club sports,
intramural sports and residence halls that want to play

BY J.T. MorGan
LUMBERJACK STAFF

games
grams

Workers have finished the
majority of the work on the
new artificial turf at the Redwood Bowl, and the field
should be ready for use by the
end of March.
The waterproof and userfriendly surface, known as
Avery-turf, will be tested

are on the list of prothat will benefit from

the new turf.
“If we allowed as much use as
we wanted, we would have mud
puddles,” Combs said of the old
turf.
But in addition
to the
weather-proof benefits of the

after

“In
27
years,
|
haven’t been part of

a job that ran more
smoothly.”
Wayne

Hawkins

ground supervisor
ground.
Wayne Hawkins, supervisor
of grounds and landscape services, said the turf cost about
$860,000. But a lot of the work
went into the installment of

spring break, said Clay Brown,
intramural director of health
and physical education.
“We could possibly be in the

cial turf may prove to lessen the
occurrence of turf-related inju-

Redwood Bow] for competition

ries.

the drainage system, and
therefore replacement of the

March 26,” Brown said.
Brown said the new surface
will bring a usefulness to the
stadium that weather has pre-

Above the two layers of
crushed rock that aid in the
drainage, a layer of ground-up

surface will be substantially
less expensive.
“In 27 years, I haven’t been

rubber is put down in a process

part of an operation

viously impaired.

similar to the laying of asphalt.
“It holds the individual

more smoothly,” Hawkins said.

blades of grass up and provides

Farms of McKinleyville was
less expensive than any other

Brown

said

the

new turf, early signs indicate
that the new design for artifi-

complex

drainage system can
much as 2-1/2 inches

take as
of rain

padding for when someone falls

and still allow full use.
“We want to play on it when
it rains,” Brown said.
Ye said it was long thought
that artificial turf at the Redwood Bowl would take away

on the field,” Combs said.

Brown said the synthetic
blades of grass, which are also
surrounded

by ground-up,

re-

He

said

the

estimates.
The new

used

bid

turf

that

ran

by Miller

is commonly

in Europe for soccer. It

also gained national notoriety

cycled rubber, tend not to cause

when

very many abrasions.
“You can slide on it and not
get burned by the surface,” he
said.
Athletics trainer Mike Davis
did some investigating before

played

The field will benefit the football team as well, Brown said.
“It’s really fast,” said wide

a natural field, but we can’t use

initial plans were made.

receiver

it,” he said. “We really thought

called representatives of other

speeds

that the student body would
benefit from this.”
Ken
Combs,
director of

universities that had installed

physical services, said the new

— and asked their opinions.
“They felt there was a tremendous reduction of impact,”
Davis said.
He also said early indications
tend to show a reduction in
lower-leg injuries and concussions caused by hitting the

game.”
Overton played on the same
type of surface when the Lumberjacks traveled to face Western Washington last year.
“It’s definitely better than
Astroturf,” he said. “It would
have to rain for six hours
straight to really affect the surface.”

from the aesthetic value of the

venue. But because of the
weather, the bowl was almost
going to waste.

“We may have the beauty of

the new

surface —

most

He

nota-

bly the University of Nebraska

turf would benefit the entire
student body.
“This is not just an ‘athletics’
project,” Combs said. “This is
for recreational purposes, for
classes and for club activities.”
Brown said he expects the

the Seattle
on

Seahawks

the surface

during

its home games last season at
the University of Washington.

Tim

up

Overton.

the

pace

“It

of the

PHOTO BY LIAM ‘CLEMONS
Redwood Bowl’s new Avery-turf has several layers
rocks and sand that help the drainage system.
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Jack of the Week

Softball

HSU’s Top Performer

Football

Pacific West Conference

eh

Columbia Football

West Division Standings

Association Standings

Conf. Overall

HSU

0-0

7-4

C. Washington
Western Washington

0-0
0-0

Saint

(Final)

Conf. Overall

Western Washington

3-1

7-3

0-0
0-0

Central Washington
Western Oregon

3-1
1-2

5-5
6-5

0-0

0-0

HSU

1-3

4-7

Seattle

0-0

0-0

Simon Fraser

Western Oregon

1-3

0-0

0-0

2-8

Martin’s

Issac Gildea
Junior Guard

Issac Gildea broke the school record for most

three-pointers on Thursday night against Northwest Nazarene.
Gildea made four three-pointer,s giving him 82 and breaking
the HSU

season

record —

79. He added

three more

Women’s

Pacific West Conference
West Division Standings

2 100|SCHEDULE,

:
Thursday — Feb. 22
Basketball vs. Montana State

Billings, Mont.

8 p.m.

7 p.m.

Overall

Seattle Pacific

15-3

20-3.

N.W. Nazarene

13-5

C. Washington

Conf.

Overall

=W. Washington

13-2

21-3

15-7

Seattle Pacific

12-3

19-4

12-6

17-6

HSU

10-5

19-5

W. Washington

12-6

16-7

©. Washington

9-6

14-9

Alaska Fairbanks

12-6

16-7

Western Oregon

11-7

14-9

.
Western Oregon
N.W Nazarene

8-7
6-10

10-14
9-16

MSU-Billings

9-9

13-10

Seattle Martin’s

Saint Martin’s

8-10

11-12

Seattle

4-11

9-15

8-10

10-13

6-12

8-14

2-16

4-19

;

Alaska Anchorage
HSU
Seattle

Saturday — Feb. 24
¢ Women’s Basketball vs. W. New Mexico

Silver City, N.M.

8 p.m

¢ Men’s Basketball vs. W. Washington

,

Bellingham,Wash.

7p.m

basketball

Pacific West Conference
West Division Standings

Conf.

re

¢ Men’s Basketball vs. Seattle Pacific

Seattle

Men’s

Saturday

night against Seattle, bringing his total to 85.

¢ Women’s

basketball

sad

3.13

6-19

W. New Mexico
0-18
0-23
pee
ee ee em Se
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_Nick
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|
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Saturday,

|

March 3, 7 p.m.

|

HSU East Gym

|

recliner worth $900 from Low’s Furniture of

Lumberjacks vs.

|

Fortuna.

Western Oregon

|

tournament at halftime of Lumberjack’s men’s
basketball game on March 3 against Western
Oregon. Cheer on the contestants as one of these
two HSI ! students will take home a double

For more information,

go to humboldt.edu/~hsujacks
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Bush shows he can kill people, too

K PIU

Cultural history should have
been taught to us all along
This month is Black History Month. Next month,
America will celebrate Women’s History Month.
It is ironic that America has months set aside to celebrate

In

rogance, the
Bush administration

i
:

:

various minority groups. After all, it was built from immi-

bombed

grants of every nationality, race and religion. The country

tinuing

certainly wasn’t only built by men.
- And yet, if American students want to get a clear picture of the rich diversity of this country’s history, they personally have to seek it out or wait until college. Even in

a sorry

display of superpower ar-

Iraq on Friday, conClinton-Gore’s

bank-

rupt policies of coercion and
terrorist

violence

against

the

Arab world.
Not to be outdone by his pre-

college, though, students have to take a special class or look
for a professor who incorporates a wide array of peoples
into one curriculum.

decessor — who needed the em-

Why is it that American textbooks don’t show a clear view

missile strike in 1998 — Bush
has proven that he can kill innocent Iraqi citizens too.

of the patchwork of diversity in history?
If elementary school children learned of Malcolm X, Yuri
Kochiyama, Cesar Chavez, Nellie Bly and Lame Deer, there
would not be a need for special months of focus on individual minority groups.

If high school curriculum included books about the
struggles of different ethnic groups without classifying
them as “multicultural,”

perhaps American

youth would

stop classifying each other.
Maybe then the people of this nation could stop looking
at each other as ethnic groups with individual histories,
but as a group of people who share a rich, common history.
The good thing about having specialized history months
is it creates a needed awareness about people and events
in this country’s history that are hidden from regular cur-

ricula.
The bad thing is it reinforces the idea of separatist groups
— each with their own events and heroes.
This breeds contempt among people of different racial
and religious backgrounds. There are many peoples who

don’t have a month of history celebration.
Why do some sets of people have history months, and
others do not? Are they better or more important than others?
We would have to say, “NO.”

Americans have struggled and fought and celebrated together — white, red, orange, yellow, green, black and purple.
It’s time to finally lay aside old things and start learning

the truth about history — at least the most accurate history available.
More education at all levels of school is needed.
Four senior editors at The Lumberjack could not think
of an important Asian in American history without looking one up.
Even after more than four years of university-level education, many educated adults have not been taught a com-

plete history of the country where they were born and
raised.
Someday maybe America will truly be a land of the free.

Maybe it will give equal treatment to everyone — despite
color, race, religion, sex, gender or social status.

Maybe the history books will one day reflect the rainbow that continues in America and has since the beginning.
Until then, it will have to be one month at a time.
amie
+ Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor:
+ The Lumberjack editorials are written based onthe majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial board
+ Guest columns, cartoons and opinion articles reflect
the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of The
Lumberjack or its staff.
+ The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or guest cartoons. Letters should beno more than

eae)

250 words, and guest columns no more than 500 words
+ Letters can be mailed, delivered, or e-mailed (preferred)
to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata, CA 95521;
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu. Letters must be received
by 5 p.m. Friday for next issue consideration, Letters
and guest columns must include the writer's name, city,
phone number, major and year in school if a student.
They are subject to editing for grammar, style, content
and length.
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barrassment

of the Lewinsky

scandal to prompt a face-saving

Of course, it doesn’t help that
the latest U.S. and British strike
has only fanned the flames of
the blazing conflict between Israelis and Palestinians.
Bush (or at least his advisers)
knows full well that heightened
action against Iraq signals tacit

air strikes only serve to drivea
wedge between the United

States and the rest of the world,
adding that Iraq’s military capabilities have already been
significantly diminished since
the end of the Gulf War.
But

logical

thinking

would

probably get in the way of the
vengeful determination of
Bush’s current secu:
rity

team,

many

of

ti

parts

and _

simply

world,”

notes

sion that its recent tactics are
da

NI

meant

to

show

the

United States remains
committed to crippling
Iraq through outright
violence and economic
sanctions. Never mind

Vice-

president-select
Cheney, with their
deep connections to
the oil industry, see huge dollar
signs written all over the region — and by God, such opportunities

the

tional visit by a new U.S. president was completely overshadowed by Saddam Hussein.”
Perhaps most troubling is the
Bush administration’s admis-

whom served in similar capacities during
his father’s administration.
Bush

of

Barkey in the Los Angeles
Times.
“After all, the first interna-

must

be en-

forced by military might and

Barkey

says sanctions

have

also helped Hussein stay in
power because “they enable

support for Israel, which will

good old-fashioned
greed.

undoubtedly increase antiAmerican sentiment through-

It is, after all, our God-given
right to stomp over other

lation in ways he couldn’t do
before the Gulf War.” So while

out the Middle East.
In Gaza City, Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat’s top aide,
Nabil Abu
Rudeina,
said

peoples around the world, espe-

sanctions continue to devastate
Iraqi society, Hussein contin-

“striking Iraq will only lead to

privileged folks like us.
Of
course,
Iraqi leader

more tension,” according to a
report from Agence FrancePresses.
Indeed, it’s difficult to imagine a better way to encourage
the next generation of wouldbe vigilantes seeking revenge
against the evil American em-

pire. Chalk

it up as yet one

more rationale to boost the
Pentagon’s already bloated budget.

With America’s latest brutish act, Bush also has managed
to defy a majority of international opinion, even angering
our allies France and Turkey,
who have just joined Russia,
China and Egypt in condemning the attack. That brings the
total to three out of five permanent United Nations Security

Council members squarely opposing U.S. and British policy.
It’s worth

noting

American

that sanctions have
killed more than 500,000
Iraqi children and that
more than one-third of
Iraqi children go undernourished, according to United Nations estimates.

him

cially when they start thinking
that their own resources belong
to themselves rather than to

Saddam Hussein deserves
of the scorn that has
heaped upon him, even
forget that he was once a

to control the Iraqi popu-

ues to violate the political and
civil rights of the Iraqi people.
Tell Bush to end America’s
failed policies toward Iraq. It’s
time to negotiate a peace deal
that ends the sanctions in ex-

most
been
if we
chief

change for the return of an unbiased, U.N.-led weapons moni-

American ally during the Iran-

toring team to Iraq. To connect

Iraq war and on up through his
foreseen invasion of Kuwait.
But even those who would

456-1414.
For more

wish Hussein to be stripped of

his power will find little comfort in Bush’s strategy. Henri
Barkey, an Iraq expert formerly
with the State Department, has
remarked

that

U.S.

policy

eS

ey

information

and

ideas for action, visit the Web
site of the Campaign to End
Sanctions
on _ Iraq.
at
www.webcom.com /
peaceact/iraq.html.

is

only boosting Hussein’s prominence.
“The higher his profile, the
greater his standing

with the White House, call (202)

in many

Aaron
G.
Lehmer,
The
Lumberjack’s Special Features
editor, isa graduate student in globalization and the environment.
by

IAN COLVERT

Yee haw! You gonna take
it in the butt, Saddam!
And you gonna like it, too!

that only

territorial self-defense is a legal
basis for unauthorized military
action under the U.N. charter.
Apparently, the Bush administration takes international law
about as seriously as a set of
Miss

Manners

guidelines

—

perhaps even less so.
Even Scott Ritter, the former
U.N. Special Commission weap-

ons inspector in Iraq, said that

President Bush celebrates National Security Week.
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Politicians get stiffies, too

C ya vc

Adultery should be a private affair

2-8-9!

Sociologists and historians say our society
is reflected in ourThis has never been
more

true than

with

American

politi-

cians.
My childhood heroes were womaniz-

the

Lewinsky

Benjamin Franklin was a genius — an inventor, statesman,
the father of the American
but he had countless adulter-

is remembered as a great leader.

With more than 50 percent of marriages ending in divorce — many because of adultery — I can’t help but
wonder why extramarital affairs are
such a big deal when a politician does
them. Common people do it all the time.
Does that make it OK?
Of course not, but does that mean
they should be sacrificed in the media
because they’re in the public eye?
Many

would say, “Yes.”

I say, “WHO CARES?”
Jesse Jackson is the most

recent

player in this string of political sex
scandals. So he got a little “affirmative
action” of his own — so what?

He supposedly got the woman pregnant, If he didn’t support the child, financially and emotionally, that would be
a crime.
But because he gave in to his urges,
he is being persecuted by people who
have done it themselves — the Ameri-

can people.
I never liked the guy in the first place
because of his discriminatory politics
and his holier-than-thou attitude. I was
tickled pink that he never got the Democratic nomination for president.
Yet I choose. to defend him on the
grounds that most people have no room
to talk.
Even people who have never commit-

wed
Para

P

1

M

Affair

—

that

Lt

g toilet
yW

i

¥

time

th

t

he

ew tertainmevt
Section.
Now, |)
lessee

wh...

was

|
wovder

T

Curses !

if

a

‘Dear Abby” |

moment of weakness?

:

Using one’s political power

Savane

ti

caww

iba

tojlets«

to “get some” is misuse; being

horny is not a crime. Neither
is acting upon one’s sexual
feelings — if it is consensual.
The whole affair is a matter
for his wife.
ITIS
AMORAL CRIME, not

MOSES & JOAN

Of 7,433 students at HSU,

165 are black.

PEER DTW TB
PRP
DDD BA
DRED PDD TEED

a statutory one. There is no law
against ruining your marriage. If

someone chooses to fool around on his
or her mate, there are forums to fix
that — they’re called divorce court.
Hillary knew about his repeated af-

fairs and stayed with him for the influence his name would carry. She
could have divorced him. She didn’t.
Hillary is now in the U.S. Senate for
New York. So is that a crime that she
used his power to gain some of her

LERTRERFT
PAEAN
PE
BPE AP

own?
Is it a crime for all the people who
slept with a superior to get a promo-

tion? Actually, it’s nothing short of a
travesty, but it is still a moral issue.
Sexual harassment is prosecutable
— and rightly so. But consensual sex
is no one’s business except those directly involved.
Many would argue that morality is
anecessary quality for those who hold
power positions.
I argue that politicians are only as
good as their society. In this corrupt,

MOSES & JOAN ON THE WEB! www. thejack.org CLICK OPINION!

SOME

MEN

COUNTY

HUMBOLDT

THOUGHTS
[vr DOESENT

STDS...

ON

HURT

THEIR

SHARING

OHH I THOUGHT,

THAT MUCH WHEN

THAT WAS A

elitist republic we call “the land of the
free,” how can anyone expect those in
power to be any different from their
constituents?
That is ultimately the goal, but it

hasn’t

happened

in our history

yet.

Historians say history repeats itself. I

agree. °

xceeps MEN...
yonper THE WOMEN
FRIENDLY HERE

em knight knows that marriage is
called an institution. He thinks anybody who gets married in the first place

;
ARE SO

should be put in an institution.

ind What does Black History Month mean to

“| don’t think
fa Black History
fa Month should
be confined to
just a month;
all cultures
should be
di encompassed

qua

unexcusable for a president to do —
but he probably felt he was forced to
lie.
Wouldn’t you when a hypocritical
society such as ours brands you with
an invisible “A” because of a

and many other causes.

ous affairs and drank to excess.
John F. Kennedy had the most publicized affair of any American president
until B.J. Clinton’s Monicagate, yet he

{7

ted the act aren’t able to say they haven’t
seriously thought about it — planned it,
even.
Clinton’s mistake was lying about

ers and unethical bastards. Perhaps the
greatest mind in American history and
the most ethical U.S. president
ee
of all time, Thomas Jefferson,
had children with one of his
slaves. Yet he fought tirelessly
for First Amendment rights,
states’ rights, public education

press —
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“Wie a good
thing that black

because it
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this community.
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GREAT SUMMER JOBS at Roughing
it Day Camp. Outdoor Children’s Camp
in SF East Bay. Group counselors and

AN

CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding to advertisements

RESPITE WORKERS to work 1:1 with
children and young adults with developmental disabilities and high risk infants. Respite is provided in the client's
home and may include community activities. Salary starts at $7.50/hr plus
mileage reimbursement. Hours are

requesting money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The LumberJack is not responsible for the validity of
any offers advertised.

flexible and

include

days,

evenings

and/or weekends. Requirements include an insured vehicle, First Aid and
CPR certification. Applications available at Humboldt Child Care Council,
805 7th St., Eureka. For more information call Karen at 444-8293 or 1-800795-3554.

ea
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.housing101.net. Your move off
campus! Search for apartments. Free
roommate sublet listings.

VOCATIONAL
CAREGIVERS:

All classified ads are

Wednesday, February 21, 2001

instructors: horse,

swim,

waterfront,

adventure. Experience/refs. 925-2833795. jobs @roughingit.com
ARCATA CHILDREN’S CENTER:
Teacher position. Temporary through
May 2001; possibly permanent. Statefunded preschool program for 24 3-5
year olds. 9:30 — 11:30 a.m. prep, 12 —
5:30 p.m. teaching. Mon-Fri. $8.269.10/hour DOE.-Health insurance and
paid time-off benefits. At teacher level

or higher or Child Development Permit Matrix. Resume and names of
three references to 1695 10th St., Arcata by noon Feb. 27.

0) me) MRS

TRAINING
FOR
Learn professional

FRATERNITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT

ive environment. Next class begins
Feb. 26 in McKinleyville. Everyone wel-

Lumberjack’s web site at:
www.thejack.org

come. Scholarships available. Contact

Bella at 442-3763 ext. 218.

LOSE WEIGHT FAST! Feel great. Up
to 30lbs. in 30 days! All natural. 100%
guarantee. www.slimmerbody.org or 1800-296-2439.

SORORITIES,
GROUPS: Earn

CLASSIFIEDS
707.826.3259

$1,000 — $2,000 this semester with the
easy campusfundraiser.com threehour fundraising event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com at 888-9233238 or visit campusfundraiser.com
LIVING ENRICHMENT CIRCLES:
New Thought Campus Fellowship is
meeting on Friday evenings in
Bayside, and Sunday in Arcata. Join
with friends in weekly spiritual discussion for “Building your Field of
Dreams.” Hear Mary Morrissey on Cox
Cable 10 Fridays at 3:30. For more
details, call Dwight or Yvonne at 8258524.

caregiving skills in a relaxed, support-

available on The

¢ The Lumberjack

buy, sell, trade, hire,
engage, respond, raise,
lose, find, stumble
across.
$3 FOR 25 WORDS.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL
WITH

MARCO

MUSIC
KATZ,

STUDIES

a trombonist

who has performed at major venues
and recorded on recognized labels.
His compositions and arrangements
are published by established firms.
www.sydmusic.com/marco

Eureka — Camp Fire Boys and Girls is looking for a Summer Camp Assistant
Director. This is a full-time summer commitment, and all majors are welcome to apply.
Must have an interest in outdoor education and a desire to work with youth and teens. This
is a paid internship ($4,000 stipend). For more information, visit the Career Center, or see
JobTrak no. 101745087. Camp Fire Boys and Girls is also hiring a Summer Camp
Counselor. This position requires a‘full-time summer commitment, plus additional training
hours for CPR/First Aid certifications. Lifeguard Certification a plus. The counselor will
oversee 14 campers and teach group projects and activities. This is a paid position ($2,500
stipend). Come by the Career Center for more information, or see JobTrak no. 101745062.

||
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Interviewing Techniques —

CPREE,

Wednesday, March

7, noon, NHW

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY

others $30. Call Kahish 677-3125.

Career Center

IMAGERY/MASSAGE: The ultimate
relaxation experience with results that
last. Two practitioners team-up, 11/2
hr session $100. With Leah Tamara,
C.M.T. and Kahish, C.HT. 677-3125.

232

232

Ay equal op portunity

Student Service

130 Nelson Hall West, 826-3341

Ce NT

au

APPROPRIATE AUXILIARY AIDS AVAILABLE WHEN POSSIBLE.
CONTACT EVENT'S SPONSOR 7 WORKING DAYS
PRIOR TO SCHEDULED EVENT, IF AT ALL POSSIBLE.

www.humboldt.edu/~ career

SELF-HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP:
Lasting results for health or study. Preregister for next session Feb. 26, Mon-

day 6:30 — 8:30. Arcata students $25,

Career Center Workshops
Resume Writing Techniques — Wednesday, Feb. 28, noon, NHW

PACKING/SHIPPING SERVICES
UPS or USPS. See our locally made
gift items and our Wall of Flame: Hot
sauces from mild to wild. Culinary
Crafts, 1101 H St., Arcata. 826-1288.
www.culinarycraft.com

na
ARE YOU CONNECTED?

Internet

users wanted. $500 — $7,500 /
month. www.rags2wealth.com

wane
AUTOMOTIVE
3

J.

Street,

Arcata

Windshield Wiper Special
PAIR OF

WINDSHIELD
wipers

e Fits most vehicles
¢ Expires 2-28-01

Loaner

Bikes

Available
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Brought

OLDER, PROFESSIONAL COUPLE
(nonsmokers) seeking nice 3-bdrm.,
2-bath home with garage in Eureka
for lease/rent in early Spring. Will
also consider “housesitting’/lease for
owners travelling abroad or seasonal
occupants. References. 445-8513, or
e-mail hsrc41 @yahoo.com. Thank
you.

ATE

5

—

822-3770

TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books,
including textbooks, daily from 10 —
6. Cash or trade credit — your choice.
Corner of 10th and H. Friendly staff,
wonderful books. Since 1972. 8221307.

PLEASE RETURN TO:
The Lumberjack
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521

me
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a teach-in entitled “FTAA:
NAFTA for the Western Hemisphere. The teach-in begins at
7 p.m. in Founders Hall 118.

Workshop

and

share

from

the

Event

display in the Youth Gallery of
the Morris Graves Museum of
in Eureka.

runs through

will show

their

Thésiday

Artwork by McKinleyville
High School art classes is on

Art

Event

The

exhibit

March

25. Call

The

442-0278.

from Senegal in West Africa.
The event begins at 6:30 p.m. in
Founders Hall 206 and is free.

first show

begins

at 7

p.m. and is followed by a 9:30

:

show. Tickets are $30 general,
and $25 for students and seniors. Call 826-3928.

Event _—

Consul

Gene}

Mazariky of thg§
Consulate of th

Sunday
p.m.

— Club Triangle, 9

Muddy

Thursday — Beki Hemingway, Travis Dow and Al Rose, 8
p.m., free
Friday — Ridge Line, 8 p.m.,

free
Saturday — D.O.C.G., 8 p.m.,
free
The

CenterArts presents Jurassic
5 with The Visionaries and DJ
Red and Associates. The concert begins at 9 p.m. in the East
Gym. Tickets are $12 for HSU
students and $18 general. Call

international

Student

Asian

p.m., $2

phureo ay

-~ John

Student
Environmental
Action Coalition

about Egypt &
role in the
Magali

event starts at 7p.

Humboldt

. The

Thursday

and is free.

Brewery

—

Spank,

Friday
—
The
Parsley
Project, 8:30 p.m., free

saturday

Meets Tuesdays at 5:30 p.m.
in the yurt behind poy. Buck

10 p.m.,

$1, 21 and over

Call 443-1291.

Event

Friday — Howdy

Emerson,

House 97.

8:30 p.m., free

Oceanographic

Society

Blood Drive
The Northern California
Community Blood Bank is having a blood drive in the U.C.
Quad. The blood drive runs
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m>_

Event
The Arcata Recreation Division presents a beginning sushi
class. The class begins at 6 p.m.

at the New Arcata Community
Center Kitchen. The fee is $25
and includes supplies. Call 822-

The Ten-Minute Play Festival
kicks off at the World Premiere
Theatre in Eureka. The festival
begins at 8 p.m. and continues
Friday and Saturday night at 8

p.m. Admission

is $5 general,

and

and

$4 students

seniors.

Call 445-3724.

Teach-In
Find out about the Free
Trade Area of the Americas in

Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m,
in the Y.E.S. House. - yy

Tonight — The Motet, 8 p.m.

Thursday — Lazy Bones, 8
p.m.
Friday — Netwerk Electric, 8

:

442-0278.

Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m.
elson Hall East 116.
The Country Pretenders and
the Delta Nationals play at the
Dell’Arte Studio Theatre in
Blue Lake in “A Dance Concert
of American Music.” Doors
open at 8:30 p.m., and tickets
can be purchased at the door.
Call 668-5663.

:

Come for a “spiritual experiHari

Yogurt

Thursday -—- Open mike, sign-

Nama.

There

event begins at 6 p.m. at the
Yoga Center in Arcata and is
free. Call 839-2825.
) - 7

Sunday

- p.m., free

The Inte rational Cultural
Festival begins at 3 p.m. in the
Kate Buchanan Root and the
Karshner Lounge. The free
event features dance and music

Hand in Hand

Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m.
downstairs atthe Y.E.S. House
(House 91).

ety, 8 p.m., free

Saturday

—

Nucleus, 8 p.m.,

free
Sunday —
2p.m., free

Howdy

Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in
Cen-

ter). Call.
? 269-0517.

_ Women’s Center

Sister City Club
Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
in the South Campus Lounge.

ter).

Send event listings to
Mark Buckley c/o The
Lumberjack or e-mail at
mab3é6@humboldt.edu.
There are event listing
forms available outside

the Lumberjack Advertis-

Club
Thursday

Emerson,

dent Association

Meets Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
House 55 (Multicultural Cen-

Friday— Primal Drone Soci-'

West

— Big ’80s Colles

Night,
8 p.m.

Event

Meets Thursdays at 6 p.m. in
House 55 (Multicultural Center).

ups start at 7:30 p.m., free

Thursday — Open mike, 8

Gay, Taation,
Bisexual and
Transgender StuHouse 55 (Multicultural

M.E.Ch.A.

Nighteate $14 iin advance

Sacred Grounds

Event
with

~

Redwood

esources 18.

Golden Years

Café Tomo

begins at 8 p.m.
radults, and ba

will be group chanting and a
talk on yoga philosophy. The

Play

tura

more, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., free

Museum of Art in Eu-

ence”

7091.

ral Resoutes at 5 p.m. in

Friday — Dance Party with
DJs Maebyn, Brian, Scott and

» The
Redwood
Coast
ildren’s Chorus will perform
he rotunda of the Morris
™

for stud

Student

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.
in Nelson Hall East 118.

Denny’s in Arcata

Representatives from the
Peace Corps will share stories
of work in central Asia. The
free event begins at 6:30 p.m. in
Natural Resources 101.

Union

Alliance

Shipe

Unitarian U¢
ship in Baysit

826-3928.

at the CCAT, Buck House 97.
Tours of CCAT available every
Friday at noon.

DJ, 9

lic of Egypt.

Concert

Meets Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

Meets Wednesdays at noon in
Nelson Hall East 116.

Six Rivers Brewery
—- Hip-Hop

Center for

Appropriate
Technology

Parsley

Project, 8 p.m., free

Tonight

Campus

Waters

Tuesday.—

CenterArts presents the
Mingus Big Band in two shows
in Fulkerson Recital Hall.

slides

experiences

and

No events listed.

Event

CCAT presents a biodiesel
workshop at 10 a.m. at Buck
House 97. There is no cost for
the workshop.

Peace Corps

displays

Pees

Pell

Wedngsday

Representatives

performances,

Friday
Dee Dee Ramone
with Jet Pack Hero, The Cut
ters and Automatic Pink
p.m., $12 in advance.
Saturday
Club Soda, 8
p.m., $10

Refugee Extension
Program
Meets
the

Tuesdays

at 5 p.m.

ing Office or at the Clubs
Office on the second floor
in

of the University Center.
Deadline for submissions

Y.E.S. House

is 4 p.m. the Friday before
Bicycle Learning
Center
Meets
in Nelson

Wednesdays
Hall

East

at 5 p.m.
115.

desired publication.
Publication
qua

Dance

cannot

anteed.

AND Party Sare

be

fl

_—

:
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Why go to Reno
or Las Vegas?
Nevada-Style
slot machines
are right here

"

dew Dun

Cut the Cost of
Housing !

Lin Trinidad!

JOIN THE FUN!

» Enjoy a room of your own

clink clink clink

» Pay as little as $280 per
month including utilities

link clink clink

» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

HSU students looking for a job?

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

Cher-Ae Heights b

emmoronn

Come Take A Look !

Bingo & Casino
One mile south of Trinidad
on Scenic Dr. - 707.677.3611

me,

Open 24 hours/7 days

dealing

nat

455 Union Street

oy

822-1909

aweek

Ae

fir
Arroplace-

hy She pond in ves
in
and Mee
onchantd tckndinartarld God.
Caer. ors af might

Line

Sunday - Thursday
noon to 1 pm

Friday & Saturday
noon to | am

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
corner 5th & J, Arcata e 822-2228

reservations

